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CHAPTER I 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The computational requirements of the image processing field vary widely 
depending upon the application domain. Some problems must be solved in real-time, at 
the input image data rate, such as production line computational vision, aerospace 
mission critical functions, safety critical applications, etc.  Other problems, like industrial 
and aerospace testing, remote sensing satellites, High Definition Television (HDTV), and 
70mm film enhancement involve either extremely large images or very high data rates. 
For example, high-speed motion analysis cameras collect experimental and laboratory 
image sequences of high temporal-rate events such as auto crash tests, aircraft turbine 
engine testing, component failure testing, etc.  Many times imaging problems fall 
somewhere in between these two extremes of real-time mission critical processing and 
off-line processing of very large data sets. 
A common characteristic of these problem domains is the need to define a robust 
solution to a problem in a timely and cost effective manner.  While a user normally 
desires to process data as fast as possible, resource constraints of computational 
equipment and/or analysis program development costs constrain this desire. Typical 
resource constraints are limited computational resources, software development time 
required to develop optimized algorithms, time required to program custom image 
processing hardware, or a combination of these.  A major limitation is the labor (time and 
cost) required to translate the problem into a working solution.  Some commercial off-
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the-shelf (COTS) systems attempt to address subsets of this problem, but they are 
generally limited in functionality or processing throughput. 
A problem that often plagues both real-time and offline processing is temporally 
and/or spatially dynamic noise and image content changes.  This class of problem is 
usually due to various types of system and sensor noise that corrupt an image sequence 
over time in situations where the image information is very dynamic, such as high speed 
video of a component blowing up.  These groups of noise characteristics usually vary 
over both space and time.  Because of this, they cannot be easily dealt with using static 
image processing schemes that perform the same processing over the entire image 
sequence.  While software can be written on a single processor to deal with subsets of 
this problem, this type of solution does not scale easily to a multiple or heterogeneous 
processor scenario. 
There is a need for an integrated modeling and analysis toolset that will allow a 
domain expert to quickly create image processing solutions that adapt to changes in the 
input image stream based on his or her guidelines.  This defines the primary thesis of my 
dissertation research: 
 
Adaptive Image Processing (AIP) environments can be created in which an image 
processing domain expert can intuitively specify an image processing scheme that 
will adapt itself toward the user specified goals. 
 
This environment will allow the user to create an image processing solution that will 
perform the user-defined processing that is robust to changing noise and image 
characteristics.  Since the user specifies the adaptation characteristics, a processing system 
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instance with this user guidance can be made more tolerant to different data and/or noise 
characteristics changes that may occur in an input image sequence.  The AIP environment 
will include representational capabilities to support problem adaptation and to utilize model 
integrated computing (MIC) technology for the implementation of a system.  Basing the 
implementation on MIC technology will allow the option of changing implementation target 
environments without redesigning the high-level processing model. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
Many real world image processing tasks involve the processing of image sequences.  
Due to sensor system internal and external noise sources, these sequences can be corrupted 
by noise.  Unfortunately, many times the noise characteristics are not static but modulate over 
time so that succeeding images are corrupted differently.  This makes it difficult to define a 
static image processing scheme to remove the noise.  Often the image processing is restricted 
to finding a single static processing algorithm that gives the best overall performance in the 
image sequence.  This can leave sections of the image sequence useless for analysis or further 
processing since the noise is not removed.  If it is possible to partition the sequence of images 
into multiple sequences of similar noise characteristics, and then to optimize the noise 
removal processing for each sequence, the results can be good if the noise characteristics 
don’t change significantly within the local image sequence.  However, if the sequences are 
short (for example, if every fifth image starts a new noise characteristic), the effort can 
become very labor intensive.  Figure 1 shows an example of relationships between noise 
complexity and the types and number of configuration permutations needed to provide a 
useful processing output.  The computational complexity associated with image sequence 
processing, coupled with the need to reduce costs associated with data processing (i.e. 
reduced time and labor costs associated with the image sequence processing) means many 
problems do not have a practical and cost-effective solution.  By adding the ability of an 
image processing system to adapt dynamically the processes being performed and to adjust 
the allocation of these computations given the available resources, then non-trivial real world 
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data sequences could be processed in a timely and cost effective manner.  The ability of the 
image processing system to dynamically alter itself based on user specified guidance criteria 
would allow many existing classes of difficult image sequence processing problems to have a 
practical solution. 
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Figure 1 - Problem Complexity Mapping 
Current solutions to image processing problems 
There are many software solutions available to assist one in performing image 
processing; with options ranging from simple command line to windows based solutions.  
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The command line utility functions typically run under DOS or UNIX and can be cascaded 
via scripts or macros to perform an involved image processing task.  The windows based 
solutions consist of menu-based environments which allow a user to enhance interactively 
and/or to perform measurements of an image or they have graphical user interfaces, which 
allow the user to draw a dataflow diagram of the desired processing scenario then execute it.  
A third type of solution is model based; such as the Model Integrated Computing (MIC) 
image processing environments.  These environments allow the user to specify the image 
processing problem as a dataflow along with other information such as constraints, and then 
the MIC environment generates the most appropriate solution and executes it.  The following 
sections describe in detail the current state of available technology. 
Command Line Based Approaches 
There are various command line or script based image processing and analysis 
packages available.  These typically are older packages that have their roots in mainframe 
processing, but are still useful to a portion of the image processing community.  While they 
do not have the fancier window graphical interfaces, the command-line approaches also do 
not have the complexity associated with windows programming.  They can have their 
functionality extended through composition by a user with minimal programming skills.  
This is popular in many research communities such as physics where the researcher’s goal is 
to quickly reduce data while minimizing programming time. 
Menu Based Interface Image Processing and Analysis Approaches 
Most of the existing public domain and commercial off-the-self (COTS) image 
processing packages interact with the user via command pull down menus and/or scripts 
Figure 2.  Some examples of these are Image-Pro-Plus TM, NIH image, Data Translations 
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Global Lab Image/2, and Noesis VisilogTM.  Generally, the user interacts with the various 
menus to apply a series of processing algorithms in sequence until the desired result is 
achieved.  Once the order of processing is determined, the user can process a sequence of 
images by executing script recorded by the interface.  Some package such as Image-Pro 
PlusTM, Data Translations Global Lab Image/2, and Noesis VisilogTM support many simple 
frame grabber / display cards.  Generally only limited hardware support for processing 
speedup is provided where the analysis packages are written by a vendor who also makes 
image processing hardware (ex. Data Translations, etc.). 
  
Figure 2 - Menu Driven Processing Examples 
Visual Programming Interface Image Processing and Analysis Approaches 
An alternative to a standard interactive menu interface approach is to use a visual 
programming environment to specify the processing sequence via dataflow Figure 3.  
Examples of COTS packages of this type are: Khoral Research’s KHOROSTM, Logical 
Vision’s WITTM, and Mathwork’s MATLABTM / SIMULINKTM environments. 
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Figure 3 -Visual Programming User Interface Examples 
Some analysis packages allow the data processing to be mapped to available 
computation resources (ex. additional computers on the network, dedicated accelerated image 
processing hardware, or both).  For example, each block in the dataflow can be assigned to a 
different computational resource.  Generally, the user is required to be cognizant of the 
computational resource capabilities and to appropriately map the problem to the resources.  
That is, most COTS and public domain image analysis packages are not model based.  The 
user is responsible for knowing limitations of underlying hardware system and must 
manually map the task to that underlying system. 
Non-adaptive Systems Summary 
Non-adaptive image processing systems such as those mentioned in this current 
discussion have been the mainstay of the analysis / processing methodology for many fields.  
This class of systems works well for problems with consistent characteristics over time.  
They do not scale well to complex image sequence problems that require much adaptation 
over the image sequence.  The image processing / data reduction schemes and representations 
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tend to not be portable from environment to environment.  This makes reuse and system 
upgrades problematic. 
Non Adaptive Model Integrated Computing Based Approaches 
In this section, the Model Integrated Computing (MIC) concepts, which are built 
on the Multigraph Architecture (MGA), will be described.  An example MIC based 
image processing system will be discussed to show how the MGA / MIC approach can be 
applied to the solution of complex domain specific problems. 
Model Integrated Computing (MIC) 
Model integrated computing involves the use of domain specific modeling 
environments to define and generate complex computer based solutions to problems 
within those domains.  While MIC is similar to Domain Specific Software Architecture 
(DSSA)(Tracz 1995), it is more complete than the software specific DSSA approach  
MIC captures domain specific system information such as hardware resources, operating 
environment issues, and other information relevant to the complete system design 
specification.  The system development flow for MIC is shown in Figure 4.  The domain 
specific environment is usually created separately by software or systems engineers who 
also create the modeling-paradigm.  That consists of a formal modeling representation, a 
model interpreter, and component library specifications from their analysis of the 
domain. 
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Figure 4 - System Development using MIC and MGA 
A domain specific paradigm, its associated domain representation, and rules for a 
valid model are generated by a higher-level process called a meta-model.  The meta-
modeling environment uses the same visual editor and supporting tools as those used for 
domain specific modeling environments in a higher-level non-domain specific modeling.  
These Multigraph infrastructure tools include the generic model editor (GME) and its 
associated model database, a constraint manager, and a windows-based infrastructure 
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(Ledeczi, Maroti et al. 2001).  GME provides a visual editing environment, which allows 
the user to specify a model of the problem to be solved.  It graphically represents the 
components and their relationships with each other and various other pieces of systems-
related information including behavior, resources, constraints, etc.  GME in the context of 
the overall Multigraph Architecture (MGA) (Sztipanovits, Karsai et al. 1995) provides 
not only the main user interface for model specification but also an interface to the 
domain-specific model-integrated program synthesis (MIPS) utilities which are used to 
generate an executable model (Ledeczi, Maroti et al. 1999). 
A meta-model is used to generate a domain specific modeling environment with 
sufficient representations and capabilities for the user problem domain.  Within the meta-
model interface, the user specifies the components, their relationships, and the constraints 
that the meta-model interpreter will use to create the modeling structure and user 
environment, model components, model-component connection guidelines, and other 
information necessary for valid model creation.  The domain specialist or expert then 
uses this domain specific environment to model the domain specific problem.  An 
example GME view for a meta-model is shown in Figure 5.  After the models have been 
created in the meta-modeling environment, they can be analyzed and validated.   
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Figure 5 - GME editing Meta-Model 
The validated meta-model generates a new domain specification in which a 
domain expert uses the same MGA tools to create valid domain specific models.  Then, 
depending on the end application, an executable solution might be generated or the model 
might be translated into an input for a separate analysis suite  (Sztipanovits and Karsai 
1997), (ISIS 2004). 
Model Integrated Real-Time Imaging System (MIRTIS) 
This section discusses a system that used the MIC approach to create an image 
processing domain specific system which would not have been feasible without using 
MIC / MGA technology and concepts.  MIRTIS was the first MIC based image 
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processing system. As such, it had to deal with many difficult problems, which are 
common to most MIC based imaging systems.  By going through its development in 
detail, it is hoped that the reader will have a better feel for various issues related to these 
systems.  If this level of detail is not needed, please skip this section. 
The MIRTIS effort started in 1993 as an Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
(AFOSR) sponsored effort at Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC). The 
initial purpose of the effort was to create a model integrated computing environment to 
help reduce the high cost of programming dedicated hardware real-time image processing 
systems.  MIRTIS is built on the MIC / MultiGraphTM architecture using a PC host along 
with a network of Texas Instruments TI 320C40/44 Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) for 
computational performance enhancement along with video frame grabber (A/D) and 
display (D/A) modules.  MIRTIS uses a combination of automatic program translation 
and meta–level driven software synthesis to automatically parallelize image processing 
data flows made up of sequentially coded algorithms. The parallelization decisions (types 
of parallelism and scaling factors) and the allocation of the decomposed data flow to the 
parallel architecture are performed automatically. The decisions are driven by the real–
time constraints, which are modeled explicitly. 
MIRTIS related research determined that the decomposition and allocation 
algorithms must make simplifications in order to decrease the search space of data flow 
to network mappings, and to make the automatic mapping of processes to processors a 
practical endeavor(Moore 1997; Moore, Sztipanovits et al. 1997). The simplification in 
the mapping algorithm was made possible by adding complexity to the run–time system. 
Specifically, a special communication technique call Pipeline Cut Thru (PCT) was 
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implemented for the C40, which enables all communication to be routed along a 
hardware pipeline. 
The MIRTIS architecture (Figure 6) follows the MGA framework.  The system 
consists of (1) the Image Processing Description Language (IPDL) model building 
environment, (2) a model database, (3) the MIRTIS model interpreter, (4) an image 
processing application library, (5) the Pipeline Cut-Through (PCT) –C40 run–time 
system, (6) the MIRTIS graphical user interface, and (7) a network of C40s. 
MIRTIS IPDL modeling paradigm 
The MIRTIS modeling paradigm, called Image Processing Description Language 
(IPDL), was designed specifically for real-time image processing. The concepts were 
developed by extracting the set of information required to support the automatic 
decomposition and mapping approach. 
IPDL contains three types of graphical categories or views, Signal Flow, 
Hardware, and Constraints.  These represent the data flow computation to be performed, 
the hardware resources available for the solution, and the timing constraints required by 
the solution, respectively. The combination of a Signal Flow Application model, a 
Hardware Network model, and a Constraint model form, the specifications for a real–
time image processing system. 
Signal flow models 
Signal flow models specify the image processing computations to be performed. 
The two types of signal flow models are applications and algorithms. Applications are 
simply data flow graphs made up of algorithm models, each containing pertinent 
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information about an algorithm in the image processing library.  This information may 
include how the algorithm accesses data in calculating its output data structures, and 
performance on the algorithm (benchmarks) the target hardware architecture. 
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Figure 6 - MIRTIS Modeling Environment Information Flow 
Hardware and Constraints models 
The Hardware models represent the computational resources available to 
implement the system.  The models contain information about the parallel configuration, 
such as network topology, resources available on each CPU, location of I/O resources, 
etc. The types of hardware models are Nodes (e.g. C40s), Host Nodes (PCs or 
workstations), and Networks.  
Constraint models contain explicit declarations of the target latency and 
throughput required for an application. Throughput models have a numerical attribute 
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specifying frame rate in throughput terms (ex. video frames per second) and latency 
models have attributes specifying latency in frames. Both throughput and latency models 
have attributes specifying whether it is a hard or soft constraint.  This attribute is used in 
the interpretation procedure in the case where the constraints cannot be met exactly, 
specifying whether the constraint can be relaxed to allow a best effort implementation on 
the available hardware. 
Users interact with the MIRTIS system by drawing a graphical computational 
signal dataflow of the desired processing sequence to be performed.  The graphical entry 
allows the user to specify the image processing problem as a Large Grain Data Flow 
(LGDF). 
IPDL utilizes the graphical LGDF signal flow model along with graphical 
representations or models for the resources available and timing constraints required for 
problem solution. The user uses IPDL within the modeling environment to graphically 
specify the computation resources available for problem solution along with any problem 
constraints such as throughput, latency, etc. (Figure 7) 
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Figure 7 - MIRTIS Modeling Environment Information Flow 
After the user is satisfied with the model representation of the problem, the model 
is validated in the modeling environment (GME IPDL Model Editor, Figure 8) to verify 
that system connections, assignments, etc. are consistent with the paradigm for a 
correctly defined image processing system.  This validation or constraint checking is 
done via the MIC environments built-in constraint checker. The constraint checking 
utilizes rules or guidelines specified in the Modeling Constraint Language (MCL).  MCL 
allows the modeling environment designer / system engineer to specify rules to enforce 
consistent model usage.  After the model has been validated, it is passed to the model 
interpreter for analysis and system generation. 
The MIRTIS Interpreter 
The model interpreter is the heart of any MGA system, and requires the largest 
implementation effort. The MIRTIS model interpreter translates the IPDL models into a 
decomposition of the data flow, scale and maps the decomposition to the underlying 
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hardware architecture, and constructs network communications and computation 
schedules which configure the real–time image processing kernels and realize the parallel 
real–time computation. Referring to Figure 5, the products of the interpretation are PCT 
network configuration files, and a GUI configuration file. These files are used in booting 
the network, configuring the network communication engines and schedulers, and 
configuring the dynamic parameter graphical user interface. 
Relationship between performance models and allocation 
Performance models are needed for determining 1) if a particular computation can 
meet the specified performance goals using the available hardware, 2) a decomposition 
method and granularity of parallelism (scale) for each block, and 3) a mapping of the 
decomposed computations to the hardware that will meet the constraints. In general, 
performance models are dependent upon the properties of the particular computations, the 
parallelization technique, and the allocation to the hardware network. This forces the 
processes of decomposing the data flow and allocating the data flow to the hardware to 
occur simultaneously. It is preferable to decouple these processes to make the mapping 
more practical to automate. 
The Interpretation Procedure 
The decomposition and allocation processes are made independent by assuming 
that the PCT run–time system will be used. The search for an appropriate mapping 
between the image processing data flow and the hardware pipeline can be reduced to 
finding an appropriate partition of the dataflow, and choosing a decomposition alternative 
(a supported type of parallel decomposition) and a scaling factor for each PCT Block. 
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The success of a particular decomposition involves the interpreter building 
throughput and latency models and comparing them to the throughput and latency goals 
specified in the system’s Real-time Constraints model, then making sure that the 
hardware architecture can support the decomposition. Enough of the appropriate type of 
processors must be available, and they must be connected in an appropriate topology. 
The interpreter first partitions the synchronous image processing dataflow to meet 
implementation constraints.  Then the interpreter searches block decomposition 
alternatives and scaling factors that will be the user specified performance constraints and 
that could be supported by the available hardware resources. 
The mapping allocation occurs only after a scaled decomposition has been chosen 
for the solution. This decoupling of the decomposition and allocation was made possible 
by first partitioning the data flow and using the PCT run–time system. Without this 
simplification, the performance models would be inextricably dependent upon the 
allocation, and thus a much more complicated procedure would be required.  
The MIRTIS interpreter translates the IPDL models into a scaled decomposition 
(temporal and/or spatial) of the model data flow Figure 8. 
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Figure 8  - MIRTIS Model Interpretation Procedure 
The interpreter then looks at the resource model and finds the longest path from 
the source to the sink in the processor resource topology (red arrow in Figure 8).  The 
interpreter uses this longest path to maximize the compute resources that can be brought 
to bear on the compute problem at hand. Then it maps the decomposition to this 
underlying hardware architecture of embedded Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) (Figure 
9).  Finally, the model interpreter constructs network communication and computation 
schedules, which configure the real-time processing kernel for each DSP. The 
communications functionality is implemented via the Pipeline-Cut-Through (PCT) 
communication technique that allows synchronous data flows. The result of this process 
is the realization of a parallel real-time image data flow from the IPDL model. 
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Figure 9  - Decomposition and Mapping of Graph to Hardware (HW) 
After the MIRTIS model interpreter has completed this planning and generation 
stage, the environment downloads the generated code onto the Texas Instruments (TI) 
C40 based processor systems for execution of the user specified image processing 
problem. 
The MIRTIS system solved the non-adaptive image processing problem with the 
following restrictions.  It assumed the implementation was a network of TI C4X modules 
and that the computational groupings that were mapped to a DSP module had a single 
input and output.  User specified constraints to guide the decision process for mapping 
the user specified high-level task description onto available hardware resources for model 
execution.  However, MIRTIS could not alter its structural configuration at run-time; it 
required a network re-initialization and download to alter the model executable structure.  
It could, however, bypass compute tasks within any module at run-time, effectively 
adding or removing that component from the executable graph. 
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Non-Adaptive MIC Based Systems Summary 
While the MIC based solutions discussed in this section do not suffer the scalability 
problems that the command line and windows based analysis systems do, it still has some 
limitations.  Porting the environment to support a new computational device requires some 
effort, mainly in the familiarization with new target development environments.  In addition, 
the present system does not have infrastructure support for system reconfiguration without a 
complete graph reload.  Therefore, adaptive corrections would slow processing due to graph 
reloading and the intermediate processing states in the processing pipeline would be lost with 
out appropriate infrastructure changes. 
Adaptive Image Processing Systems 
This portion of the background discussion will deal with previous and current 
efforts that are pertinent to the research area of adaptive image processing systems.  First, 
the model representation issues will be discussed, followed by discussion of relevant 
efforts that will be needed as background for research in this area. 
Adaptive Image Processing Model Representation Issues 
The first step in creating a model integrated adaptive image processing system is 
to be able to model it.  This implies that an appropriately complete representation is 
available to the domain expert to perform this task.  Generally, the representation 
attempts to cover the problem as completely as possible with representation of all of the 
system elements and their relationships and constraints. While there is still some debate 
over languages vs. architecture description languages (ADLs), ADLs are usually 
associated with this type of representation of a high level system.  ADLs can be 
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considered a formal description that allows the specification of an operational structure 
and its semantics. The following sections will briefly discuss the basics of ADLs and 
look at ADLs that support dynamism or adaptation.  Then examples of representative 
adaptive processing systems will be discussed. 
Software Architecture Definition Languages and Adaptive Changes 
Software architectural description languages have been written about by many 
authors with differing opinions.  The promise of software architecture based design is the 
ability to reduce development costs while improving the quality of software development.  
The software quality is improved by using component based construction techniques 
when building large, complex software systems. By allowing the designer to focus on 
coarse-grained components and families of systems versus lines-of-code and one-of-a-
kind systems, designers can see the “bigger picture” and avoid missing important systems 
related issues.  ADLs can be used to capture other details associated with a system 
design, such as, design rationale, communications protocols to be used, and the mapping 
of design components to source code modules.  As mentioned earlier there is still not 
much consensus on how ADLs should be used. Some are just used for design efforts or 
for simulation purposes while others encompass both design and code generation for 
complex software systems.  
Medvidovic and Taylor attempted to create a standard set of definitions and a 
framework for comparison of ADLs (Medvidovic and Taylor 2000).  Their classification 
and comparison framework is shown in Figure 9, where the essential modeling features 
are shown in bold font.  By their characterization, ADLs must support the explicit ability 
to model components, connectors, and architectural configurations. This representation 
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allows software architects to express the high-level system structure by the description of 
its coarse grained components and the connections between them. This technique of 
problem specification reduces the cognitive load on the designers and allows system-
level analysis to be performed along with code generation from the ADL specification of 
the system (Medvidovic 1996). 
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Figure 10 - ADL Classification and Comparison Framework 
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An ADL must also provide a way to explicitly specify these representation 
elements. From Figure 10, the three major building blocks of an ADL are components, 
connectors, and architectural configuration.  A component in this context is a unit of 
computation or a data store. The size of a component can be as small as a single 
procedure or as large as an entire application. The set of interaction points between the 
component and the outside world are called its interface.  ADL components may have 
support for types, constraints, semantics, evolution (modification of component 
property), and nonfunctional properties.  The building blocks that model interactions 
between components and the rules of those interactions are called connectors.  
Connectors have the same features as the components as seen in Figure 10.  The 
connected graphs of components and connectors that describe architectural structure are 
called the architectural configuration. The model of the system can be analyzed when the 
architectural configuration information is coupled with the component and connector 
information.  While a supporting toolset is not part of a language, ADLs usefulness is 
limited without a toolset that supports architectural design, analysis, executable system 
generation, etc.  Typical tool support of existing ADLs include support of multiple views 
of a problem, active specification which provides interactive feedback as to model 
conformance to design rules, analysis tools, refinement capability, implementation 
generation, and dynamism (Medvidovic and Taylor 2000).  The ADLs that Medvidovic 
and Taylor compared include: ACME, Aesop, C2, Darwin, MetaH, Rapide™, SADL, 
UniCon, Weaves, and Wright.  
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Adaptive ADLs 
Of the ten ADLs compared in their survey, Medvidovic and Taylor felt that only 
four viewed system configurations with dynamism in a non-static or adaptive fashion. 
These ADLs that support dynamism are: C2, Darwin, Rapide, and Weaves (Medvidovic 
and Taylor 2000).   
C2 is a component- and message-based architectural style for constructing 
flexible and extensible software systems. The C2 architecture is a hierarchical network of 
concurrent components linked together by connectors (or message routing devices) in 
accordance with a set of style rules. Communication rules require that all communication 
between components be achieved via message passing.  An important feature of the 
architectural style is a principle of limited visibility, or substrate independence.  That is, a 
component within a given architecture is only aware of services provided by components 
“above” it in the hierarchy, and is completely unaware of services provided by 
components “beneath” it (Figure 11).  This makes component substitutability reasonable, 
thus promoting component reuse and system extensibility.  C2 utilizes asynchronous 
messages for communications and therefore can tolerate graph reorganization.  C2 style 
components do not assume that they are executing in the same address space or share a 
common thread of execution (Oreizy, Gorlick et al. 1999).  Additional information on the 
University of California Irvine C2 research is addressed in more detail in an upcoming 
section discussing the UC/Irvine Software Architecture Effort (C2). 
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Figure 11 - Example of C2 style Architecture 
Darwin is in essence a declarative binding language created for describing 
software structures, which can be used to define hierarchic compositions of 
interconnected components. It encourages component-based approach to program 
structuring.  Darwin hides component (unit of structure) behavior behind a well-defined 
interface. Darwin programs are constructed by creating instances of the component types 
and binding their interfaces together.  These compositions are also considered a type and 
therefore can be organized as hierarchical compositions.  Conceptually a Darwin program 
looks like a tree where the root and all intermediate nodes are composite components and 
the leaves are primitive components that encapsulate behavior.  Primitive components 
represent algorithmic or computational units that have well-defined interfaces.  The 
component interface represents a service provided or required by the component.  A more 
complex behavior can be achieved by using complex components for creating peer 
instances of primitives and binding their interfaces together.  Darwin has both a textual 
and a graphical notation.  The textual interface is more descriptive because it allows 
specification of conditionals and iterations that are evaluated when the model is expanded 
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at runtime. The graphical notation describes the structure after the loop unrolling and 
condition-evaluation (Figure 12). Darwin supports constrained dynamic manipulation of 
the architecture, that is, runtime changes are statically defined a priori.  It uses a dynamic 
instantiation capability to support runtime replication of components.  The language also 
allows deletion and rebinding of components by interpreting Darwin scripts.  It uses 
constraints in the sense that it only allows bindings (its connectors) between provided and 
required services.  Darwin only supports development of components implemented in 
C++. 
 
Figure 12  - Example of Darwin Graphical Representation 
Rapide™ has been designed to support component-based development of large, 
multi-language systems by utilizing architecture definitions as the development 
framework.  Rapide™ uses an event-based execution model of distributed, time-sensitive 
systems called the "timed poset model."  Posets provide a formal basis for constructing 
early life cycle prototyping tools, and later life cycle tools for correctness and 
performance analysis of distributed time-sensitive systems.  Rapide™ can change its 
configuration at runtime.  Rapide™ only supports constrained dynamic manipulation of 
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the architecture, that is; runtime changes are statically defined a priori (multi-mode).  
Specifically, it can rewire its architecture at runtime, by using its link and unlink 
operators.  It uses refinement maps as its constraint mechanism to enforce valid 
refinements. The Rapide™ toolset is evolving to support the use of executable 
architectures as frameworks for composing industrial-size systems which can contain 
components in different languages (e.g. VHDL, Ada, C++, C, Rapide) and can be 
executed on multiple workstations.  
Weaves is dynamic object flow oriented architecture.  It was designed for 
applications that have intermittent or continuous large data flows and real-time deadlines.  
A weave is a network of components where streams of arbitrary objects flow from one 
component to another.  The granularity of Weaves is somewhere between large grain 
stream processing (ex. UNIX pipes and filters) and fine grain dataflow.  Components in 
Weaves consume objects as inputs and produce objects as outputs.  Weaves is built on the 
principle of “blind communication” where no component in the network knows the 
source or destination of the objects it gets from or gives to the network.  In addition, the 
components do not know the semantics of the connectors delivering the objects and a 
component is not aware of a connection loss.  These guidelines ensure that no component 
knows its position in the network or details of its communications.  This allows runtime 
network modification without associated ramifications such as module ordering 
dependencies.  Components in Weaves like C2 communicate asynchronously.  This 
asynchronous communication eliminates the data consistency complexities normally 
associated with synchronous system runtime change in configuration.  Using the weaves 
visual editor Jacquard, a user can rapidly assemble a “weave” from components, 
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executing and observing weaves, and other weaves by combining and modifying weaves 
dynamically.   Weaves, like C2, supports dynamic manipulation of the architecture 
without any restrictions on the types of permitted changes.  This unanticipated dynamism 
is supported by element insertion, element removal, and element rewiring capabilities.  
Weaves supports development in C, C++, Objective C and Fortran (Oreizy, Gorlick et al. 
1999), (Medvidovic and Taylor 2000), (Gorlick, Quilici et al. 1994).  An example of 
portion of Weaves architecture is shown in Figure 13. 
 
 
Figure 13 - Portion of an example Weaves Architecture 
ADL Summary 
Darwin and Rapide™ allow constrained runtime changes that are defined a priori 
and are similar in concept to the ISIS Adaptive Computing Systems dynamic 
reconfiguration capability (Bapty, Neema et al. 1999).  All of these ADLs were discussed 
in various papers in the context of software systems, not embedded systems that deal with 
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real-time mission critical applications.  While the concepts could be transferred to 
dedicated embedded systems, real world applications such as MIRTIS or next to be 
discussed Adaptive Computing Systems effort, it appears that presently the example 
domains are at software only level. 
DARPA Funded Adaptive Processing Efforts 
Much of the work associated with adaptive processing and adaptive processing or 
re-configurable systems has been funded by or through the Defense Advanced Research 
Programs Agency (DARPA).  The efforts mentioned below were primarily funded under 
two DARPA offices; the Information Technology Office (IPTO), the Tactical 
Technology Office (TTO), and other DARPA offices. 
UC/Irvine Software Architecture Effort (C2) 
Richard Taylor and the Irvine Research Unit in Software (IRUS) have been 
involved with software architectures and related technologies for some time, a brief 
summary of their efforts in software and dynamic architectures follows.  The work 
discussed here primarily focuses on the UC Irvine work on runtime system 
reconfiguration.  The ADL used by this group is called C2 with extensions (Architectural 
Construction Notation (ACN)) rolled into C2 SADL to support runtime reconfiguration 
(Medvidovic 1996).  Presently they can only alter the runtime configuration by altering 
the communication paths either by disabling them or by removing them altogether.  From 
their descriptions, it appears that they have a model editing capability and structure 
similar to the Vanderbilt ISIS GME tool.  The reconfiguration examples discussed in 
publications appear to be software only (C++, Java, and Ada based) and does not run on 
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any type of embedded system.  Their toolset includes a runtime infrastructure that 
appears to not be as portable as the Vanderbilt Multigraph Kernel (MGK) but does allow 
reifying of the runtime architectural changes into implementation changes.  In addition, 
they do not seem to support hierarchy in their existing modeling / tool set (Oreizy and 
Taylor 1998). 
The group has published a number of papers comparing and discussing issues on 
ADLs, Dynamic ADLs (DADLs), Architectural Modification Languages (AMLs), and 
Architectural Constraint Languages  (Oreizy 1998; Oreizy and Taylor 1998; Medvidovic 
and Taylor 2000).  While focus of the papers reviewed is on software runtime 
reconfiguration, many of the concepts can be used in the embedded system dynamic 
reconfiguration area. 
Image Analysis Effort, Reflective Filtering, and Image Labeling 
Paul Robertson used the concept of a self-monitoring computer vision system that 
monitors its own performance so that it can adapt to changing conditions and 
requirements.  Robertson states that a self-adaptive system needs the following: 
• Ability to reason about its computational intent and state in order to assemble the 
necessary filters in a way that is consistent with the defined computer vision systems 
task at hand. 
• System structure that must allow filters to be added or removed easily (implies a 
clean architectural approach is needed) 
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• Ability to ensure the software that is assembled works as advertised, that is, it is 
provably correct or self-monitoring with the capability to reason about its 
performance. 
This can be summarized as the following: 
Self-adaptation = Reflection + Monitoring + Control 
Where: 
o Reflection = introspection capability 
o Monitoring = ability to monitor ones state 
o Control = a way of restructuring the program to move towards its intended 
state. 
The reflection concept is based on Brian Smith’s dissertation (Smith 1982) on 
procedural reflection.  The reflection concept allows software components to modify their 
own semantics. By allowing the system to reify its semantics, the individual filters 
contribute to the system adaptation process.  Robertson rules out using artificial 
intelligence (AI) or knowledge based techniques as not deterministic for the computer 
vision domain.  Instead, his proposed system is organized like a feedback control 
problem with the ability of system to grade and adapt itself to changing conditions and 
requirements.  The system separates knowledge of the filters and their characteristics 
from the knowledge of the images to be processed.  However, given grading or 
performance feedback the filters reflectively decide to adjust themselves to improve the 
system performance.  A flow diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 - Adaptive Vision System 
The system is only as good as the quality of the information fed into it by the 
reflective filters and image database, which are both generated manually.  This type of 
system has some interesting possibilities but more needs to be understood about the 
amount of knowledge and effort that would be required to produce the key pieces of 
information needed for correct operation; the reflective filters and the annotated image 
database  (Robertson and Bradley 1999). 
ISIS Adaptive Modeling Efforts 
In the following sections, the related Vanderbilt/ISIS adaptive model integrated 
computing based efforts will be discussed.  This discussion will provide a backdrop to 
proposed enhancements to be provided by this research effort. 
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Vanderbilt/DARPA/TTO Adaptive Computing Systems 
The adaptive computing systems (ACS) effort deals with the ability of a high 
performance embedded system composed of digital signal processors, field 
programmable gate arrays, and dedicated hardware components to reconfigure itself at 
runtime based on specified reconfiguration criteria. 
The system can switch between numerous configurations defined at design time 
(i.e. multi-mode type control) based on the conditions specified graphically at design time 
in the development environment. The ACS development environment is based on the 
ISIS MIC philosophy and toolset. It breaks the problem into four design areas: 1) 
structural, 2) resource, 3) behavior, and 4) design constraints. The structural (dataflow of 
processing sequence) describes the processing tasks or functions and their 
interconnection and data dependency relationships.  This representation supports 
hierarchy and compile or implementation time alternatives for designated portions of the 
structural graph.  These alternatives allow the instantiation interpreter to choose the best 
implementation (DSP, FPGA, or ASIC) for the task, given the user specified constraints. 
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Figure 15 - Behavior Driven Reconfiguration 
The resource design view displays the available computational elements and their 
connectivity relationships with each other, which can be drawn upon as resources by the 
instantiation interpreter for the solution of the problem. The behavior view graphically 
specifies the states or modes of the system and triggering conditions for system 
reconfiguration and which dataflow alternatives are associated with that each state in the 
reconfiguration.  As with the structural view, the resource and behavior views support 
hierarchy, therefore a major state in the behavior view could be built upon sub graphs or 
states.  As systems become increasingly complex, this allows the designer to view 
information in as much or little detail as needed for understanding. 
The ACS environment also allows the designer to specify design constraints; this 
allows the environment to limit the search space possibilities that need to be visited as the 
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instantiation interpreter generates the appropriate solution.  The user specified constraints 
will guide the ACS design space pruning process.  The purpose of the design space 
pruning process is to limit the search space that must be checked as the instantiation 
interpreter translates the user representation of the problem (i.e. models) into an 
“optimal” implementation. Since experience has shown these spaces can be large as 
1024, the user specified constraints allow ACS to reduce the search space to be checked 
for a valid implementation of the user models.  During this process, the user specified 
constraints along with the implementation alternatives (specified via templates) are used 
to determine the most appropriate implementation of the structural graph. The 
implementation solution consists of the mapping of the computational tasks down to the 
appropriate underlying resources (DSPs, FPGAs, and dedicated HW) along with 
communications routing, processor task scheduling, etc. Currently the ACS environment 
supports a globally adaptive capability, that is, if the need for a change or adaptation is 
perceived, the whole network is reconfigured and reloaded.  (Bapty, Neema et al. 
1999)[Bapty, 1999] 
Vanderbilt/DARPA/IPTO Self-Adaptive Software Effort 
This effort builds upon the MIC environment technology (Karsai and Sztipanovits 
1999)[Karsai, 1999] to model and create reconfigurable embedded software systems.  
The adaptation occurs at the architectural level where the dynamic software architectures 
are represented in a generative manner in the MIC environment.  The generative 
description provides the information necessary to describe how the architecture is to be 
changed or generated “on-the-fly” (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16 - Generative Modeling Example 
This description is combined with additional parameters and model hierarchy.  
The architectural model provides representation for the set of possible alternatives for the 
actual architecture.  Included in this representation are the relationships between the 
evaluation results and the architectural parameters, a representation of the constraints 
used to limit the solution search space, and search strategies.  Models are also created for 
the evaluator function, which acts as the observer and evaluator of specified properties 
and system behavior of the running system, and the adaptation policy, which couples the 
evaluation results with the specified changes in architecture.  This efforts goal is to 
support runtime adaptation where the models are embedded on a running system and 
adapt themselves when the embedded evaluator triggers a change.  To support this, the 
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appropriate infrastructure is included in the Multigraph Kernel (MGK) running on the 
embedded system.  As the evaluator determines that adaptation is needed, the evaluator 
requests a reconfiguration and passes along its calculated adaptation parameters.  The 
active models receive this information and generate a new architectural model.  Once this 
architectural model has been verified that it is the closest match to a “good” solution, it is 
passed to the generator to create the new runtime objects from the architectural model. As 
one can see in Figure 17, the organization of this self-adaptive software system is 
effectively a feedback loop form of adaptive system  (Ledeczi, Bakay et al. 2000; 
Ledeczi, Bakay et al. 2001). 
 
Figure 17 - System Architecture 
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Representative Adaptive Efforts Summary 
As mentioned previously the C2 effort examples are primarily software based.  
The useful concepts should be able to be used in embedded systems.  The Reflective 
image analysis work by Robertson is intriguing, but from existing information regarding 
the effort, it appears that this system does not exist beyond a concept stage.  In addition, 
the filter design effort would currently be non trivial and therefore not lend itself for rapid 
inclusion of new filters.  The ASC effort (Ledeczi, Karsai et al. 2000) dealt with 
generative adaptation only.  This will work for certain classes of image processing 
problems, but will not work in all cases.  The ACS effort is probably closest to the 
perceived system that is needed to solve the adaptive image processing problems.  
Presently it must reload the entire executable graph on reconfiguration.  If the 
infrastructure can be adapted to perform localized reconfiguration, even if only by an 
insert / bypass technique like MIRITS allowed from the user console, it could be used for 
the limited implementation of the adaptive image processing effort where the graph does 
not structurally change. 
Adaptive Image Processing Issues 
Adaptive Image Processing System Structure 
Depending on the algorithm that one is trying to implement, an adaptive image 
processing system can be organized in many ways.  This organization will be driven by 
the complexity of the processing and the adjustment models.  Typically, one can think of 
the organization as similar to a closed–loop feedback control system.  The goal of a 
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typical closed-loop control system is to maintain specified properties of the process 
outputs at or sufficiently near given reference values called set points (Figure 18a). 
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Figure 18 – Closed-loop Control Systems 
Usually an intermediate or output value or values are sensed and evaluated against 
some system criteria or model, which provides insight as to how the system should be 
adjusted to get the desired output from the system.  This feedback control system 
organization has been used as a model by a number of other researchers (ACS and ASC 
above).  This makes sense, as the control systems field is a mature field with well-
analyzed techniques.  Shaw and Garlan discussed using a software paradigm for process 
control.  It was suggested that a typical algorithm could be treated as an open-loop 
control system.  If the input to the algorithm went beyond design ranges of the algorithm 
unpredictable results might occur.  By adding a control paradigm, an algorithm’s stability 
could be improved.  Shaw discussed two types of closed-loop control paradigms: 
feedback and feed forward.  The feedback approach is the more traditional; it uses the 
process output and/or intermediate variables to drive the control element.  Feed forward 
use is suggested when there is a large input to output latency in the process or “plant” 
(Figure 17b).  By using the input and/or intermediate products to predict the future effects 
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on the control variable, the system should perform control better than if it were using 
feedback on a system with the long latency process (Shaw and Garlan 1996). 
Extending the Basic Feedback Model 
Mieczyslaw Kokar et al. have extended this feedback control model for adaptive 
software systems. They propose that adaptive software problems be dealt with using 
techniques and knowledge from control systems (Kokar, Baclawski et al. 1999).  They 
expand on the simple closed-loop feedback model by adding a Quality of Service (QoS) 
subsystem to provide feedback on the computational process, since many times the 
output of a software process does not have the same meaning as that of the control 
systems “plant” which produces physical entities (Figure 19a). 
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Figure 19 – Adaptive Systems 
For situations where there are large range dynamic disturbances in short timelines 
and where these disturbances can occur unpredictably, they suggest that an indirect 
adaptive control system be used (Figure 19b).  The indirect adaptive control estimates the 
“plant” or software process parameters online and uses these estimates to calculate the 
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updated control parameters.  The model estimator in Figure 19b updates and maintains 
the plant/process model during execution, then passes updated model parameters to the 
controller designer to perform the adjustment on the process / plant.  There are limitations 
to adaptive controller systems because the logic for their identification and decision 
functions is locked in at design time.  This means that it is difficult for them to deal non-
parametric uncertainties such as sensor noise and un-modeled dynamics (low and high 
frequency). 
An improvement on the indirect adaptive control is the reconfigurable control 
design shown in Figure 19c.  This design deals with plants or processes that can 
unpredictably change their dynamics structurally.  The main concept with this design is to 
monitor the plant/process, be able to recognize major structural changes, then redesign 
the controller in real-time to compensate for these system changes.  As seen in Figure 
19c, two additional subsystems have been added; the model selector and its associated 
database and the controller selector and its associated database.  The model selector 
contains all of the functionality of the model estimator of Figure 19b but also can detect 
when significant changes occur in the model.  When this occurs a different model is 
selected from its database and the controller selector is triggered to select a new 
controller from its database.  This operates similar to a multi-mode feedback control 
systems.  An example of this type of control used in image processing would for a control 
system that needs good edge detection for images.  Since many edge detectors are noise 
and edge orientation sensitive, the reconfigurable control would pick the appropriate edge 
operator based on edge orientation, noise, scale, etc. 
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Kokar et al. proposed a self-controlling software model that combines and 
generalizes the previously mentioned concepts.  Their model contains three different 
feedback loops, each with a different control activity timescale (Figure 19).  The first 
loop is the feedback control loop of Figure 18a; it sets process/plant parameters based on 
goals and feedback from the QoS subsystem.  The second loop is the adaptation loop of 
Figure 18b.  In this loop the evaluator looks at the plant or software process and QoS 
outputs, and then determines whether the plant / process model needs to change.  If the 
model needs to change, the appropriate control law change is triggered.  The last loop is 
the reconfiguration loop which if triggered implies a drastic and costly corrective action 
to the system (Figure 20).  This operation is triggered by a request from the evaluator.  
The reconfiguration can force changes in the following elements: process / plant model, 
QoS subsystem, evaluator, controller, controller designer, goal, and the plant / process.  
The reconfigurer uses the specification database information (high level system 
requirements and goals) to help it in its decision-making.  The planning phase performed 
by the reconfigurer uses the components from the component database to assemble the 
new system elements.  As mentioned earlier, this type of adaptation can be costly in 
terms of overhead and system performance. 
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Figure 20 – Self-Controlling Software Model 
While self-controlling software approach can provide a robust control 
environment, its complexity will be expensive both from a design but also from an 
implementation and operation perspective.  The multi-mode or reconfigurable control of 
Figure 18c may be a better compromise for adaptive image processing in areas where 
there is a human involved versus situations that require total autonomy. 
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Feedback Architecture Summary 
Most of the approaches discussed are architecture-based.  They also utilize a 
structure like feedback control systems with some type of parameter monitoring followed 
by model or process evaluation which then drives the system modification to maintain the 
desired condition(s). 
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CHAPTER III 
 
 
ADAPTIVE IMAGE PROCESSING CONCEPTS 
Motivation 
The more challenging image processing problems involve complex processing of 
image sequences.  This is generally very laborious task due both computational volume 
and to dynamics in the data and/or its noise.  The computational volume associated with 
three dimensional information coupled with the typical scene dynamics (intensity, spatial, 
etc.)  can create data reduction processing issues, which can make processing of 
sequences unfeasible to attempt because of processing turn-around time and/or 
development costs associated with need to locally adapt (spatially or temporally) the 
algorithm to data dynamics.  One “cost” of processing an image data sequence is the need 
for spatially or temporally localized image processing algorithm modification necessary 
to deal with the local spatial or temporal perturbations in the data being processed or 
enhanced.  This usually requires a researcher or analyst to invest considerable time in 
manually adapting or tuning the processing scheme for a localized (spatially or 
temporally) region in the image sequence.  What is needed is an environment that will 
allow the creation of adaptive image processing systems based on user specified criteria 
or guidance with enough computational horsepower to process the image sequences in a 
“timely” manner. This capability would allow many presently unfeasible (due to cost 
and/or schedule issues) imaging problems to have viable solutions.  Basing this system on 
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MIC technology allows the reduction of complexity presented to the end user while 
maintaining the advantages of model validation and consistency checking associated with 
model integrated computing.  MIC has shown itself a useful technology in dealing with 
complex computing problems; these include real-time image processing (Moore 1997; 
Moore, Sztipanovits et al. 1997), real-time signal processing (Sztipanovits, Karsai et al. 
1998), automatic target recognition (Bapty, Neema et al. 1999), and real-time embedded 
systems    (Ledeczi, Bakay et al. 2000). 
The goal of this research is to develop a MIC based adaptive image processing 
(AIP) paradigm and environment that will support the inclusion of representations for 
adaptive processing of image sequences.  The inclusion of control feedback / feed 
forward (Figure 18) dataflow representations into a MIC based image processing 
environment will allow image sequence processing with dynamic noise and other 
problems to be dealt with in a timely manner. 
The following representational capabilities need to be supported by this MIC 
image processing environment:  monitor or probe points, communication of the 
information flowing from those points to an evaluator function, the decision control 
mechanism which will select the most appropriate configuration given the current 
processing goals,  the planning infrastructure necessary to support the executable graph 
configuration changes, and  finally the reconfiguration or regeneration of the image 
processing system based on the process improvement decisions.  The AIP MIC 
environment will use this additional information provided in the models to generate the 
correctly configured hardware/software adaptive solutions to the image sequence 
processing problems.  A new, more complex class of image processing problems can be 
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solved with the discussed representational capabilities added to MIC image processing 
environment. 
The proposed AIP environment will support rapid inclusion of new computational 
technologies and their necessary infrastructure such as DSP networks, clusters, grids, etc., 
by building upon existing environments such as ISIS MIC based environments such as 
Adaptive Computing Systems (ACS)(Neema, Bapty et al. 2005),  Signal Processing 
Platform (SPP)(Neema, Bapty et al. 2005), and other MIC environments. 
This goal of this research is to establish a framework to build, learn, and evolve 
adaptive image sequence processing systems to real world problems such as signal and 
image processing.  A multilevel architecture has been defined that provides the 
infrastructure to deal with simpler problems but which will evolve the architectural 
elements in layers to the ultimate goal of an autonomic image processing system.  This 
approach is similar to spiral development and capabilities based development and is 
proposed to allow one to evolve the adaptive and learning mechanisms and infrastructure 
based on empirical and theoretical experience.  Research indicates that this will increase 
the probabilities of success in creating working self-managing systems to meet the need 
of real-world data processing problems.  
This approach defines five levels or layers, starting at a relatively simple level one 
(basic) going up to level five (fully autonomic) (Table 1).   This work will focus on levels 
1-3, leaving levels 4 and 5 for future work.   
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Table 1 - Levels of Self-management 
Level Name or Description Mechanisms 
5 Autonomic Synthesis Solutions 
4 Hybrid Controller Synthesis System engineering-driven high level models which drive the solution synthesis 
3 Major Structural or adaptive structural 
Adapt design space model to meet user specified 
and runtime derived goals 
2 Minor Structural Change (Generative) 
Pick appropriate solution/strategy/model based on 
design space defined based constraints 
1 Parametric Model Simple controller based on design space constraints 
 
Starting with the first level or layer, a domain-specific model based environment 
is used to create nominal control system solutions to fairly simple and bounded problems.  
As problem complexity increases, the parametric model is bolstered by allowing the 
system to adapt between a number of processing architecture alternatives, specified at 
design time by the domain expert.  As the complexity of the problem space increases 
beyond the capabilities of the level 2 architecture approach, the level 3 approach provides 
more sophisticated architecture mechanisms to allow this intelligent control system to 
maintain higher-level, model-encoded cost functions, which are specified by the domain 
expert.  Level four extends the self-managing system to a more robust level, employing 
hybrid control systems to adapt parametrically and structurally. Level five achieves truly 
autonomic or self-managing behavior by re-synthesizing the system design based on 
measured environmental variables and model goals.  One can see that the system 
architecture must include learning or self-awareness concepts to allow for the adaptation 
beyond the guidance contained within models.  
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Problem Complexity 
To understand the adaptation complexities associated with the levels described in 
Table 1, the adaptation mechanisms incorporated in this layered approach will be 
discussed.  The necessary degree of adaptation for any specific system will depend on the 
processing goals (output) and the noise characteristics (input) of the image.  The 
taxonomy of how adaptivity requirements can be driven by example data and noise types 
is shown in Figure 21 (a simplification of Figure 1). 
 
Figure 21 - Problem Complexity Mapping 
For situations where the noise is slowly changing over time, a few simple 
adjustments or configuration changes are all that will be needed to compensate for the 
impact of the noise.  As the temporal noise characteristics become more dynamic (ex. 
change more frequently then slow down and back and forth), additional correction 
capabilities are required to maintain the processing goals.  At some point, the amplitude 
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and/or temporal and/or noise dynamics contain in the images of the input stream will 
force a move from the lower portion of the vertical axis (representing the number of 
configurations needed to compensate for the noise) to the upper portion of the vertical 
axis, which corresponds to very dynamic configurations (i.e. once per video field or 
frame).  A simple example (lower quarter of vertical axis) would be for slow changing 
amplitude fluctuations that usually are dealt with gain and/or offset corrections that 
should be handled by a few simple configurations.  If noise is introduced that fluctuates 
slowly over time, then additional configurations will be need to maintain the desired data 
quality (moving up the vertical axis).   Similarly, amplitude fluctuations become more 
dynamic and/or noise fluctuations increase temporally (T2) as one moves to the right on 
the horizontal axis.  This usually requires a control mechanism that is able to reconfigure 
with higher frequency and has a much larger number of configurations to deal with the 
amplitude and/or noise characteristics dynamics.  One can see in Figure 21 that the 
amplitude dynamics across video images (frames – A1) require less reconfiguration and 
number of compensating configurations than amplitude dynamics within an image (inter-
field changes – A2).  Often noise compensation requires a larger number of 
configurations due the typical complexity of the noise characteristics.  If the noise 
fluctuates rapidly and is complex,  it represented by the area on the graph that is 
approximately half way up on the vertical scale (number of configurations) and towards 
the right on the horizontal axis (configuration dynamics).  Image processing systems with 
high amplitude and/or temporal dynamics in their data can pose a very challenging 
control and/or compensation problem. 
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Adaptation mechanisms of the image processing algorithm can range from 
classical feedback or feed forward control topologies as shown in Figure 18 for 
maintenance of some constant condition or statistical range to the more sophisticated 
autonomic computing solutions (Nichols and Bapty 2005). 
This research environment supports the creation of intermediate control and 
structural models from AIP paradigm models, which embodied then be fed into the 
Signal Processing Platform (SPP) (Neema, Bapty et al. 2005) environment.  The 
adaptation range supported goes from parametric only to generative structural change to 
major structural changes within the defined scope of adaptation. 
Adaptive Image Processing System Discussion 
As seen in the feedback architecture section, the basic architectural layout of the 
proposed adaptive image processing system can be implemented by a feedback or feed 
forward control style structures.  The major elements of the AIP concept include: 
• The processing model and alternatives (usually contained within the scope of 
control) 
• Information flow monitoring mechanisms (monitoring probes and sample 
preprocessing and/or information extraction) 
• Control decision function (Evaluator) 
• Processing adapting mechanism (Planner and Reconfigurer) 
Before discussing the AIP specific elements, the supporting architectural concepts 
and implementations of the adaptive image processing system will be discussed.  
Research indicates that more than one architectural approach is necessary to in order to 
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provide the processing computational and algorithmic latitude to meet the user goals of 
the image sequence processing as the underlying data space changes  
Architectural Discussion 
A research question is if a processing architecture has the ability to alter itself 
based on the underlying processing requirements, will the system have enough 
algorithmic processing latitude to meet most user goals for typical problems.  Three 
processing adaptation architectures will be discussed next (Table 1 - levels 1 – 3 
implementations), along with a concept of a hybrid architecture combining attributes of 
the separate architectures (Table 1 - level 4).  The Table 1- level 5 (autonomic) systems 
will not be discussed at this time. 
Parametric Adjustment 
The first and simplest adjustment mechanism to be discussed will be called 
parametric adjustment.  A parametric based adaptation (level 1) will not require a 
processing architecture structural change but rather allow for adjustment of algorithm 
parameters that will maintain the user goals within the algorithmic “capture” range (i.e. 
range of input parameter be monitored that the user desired corrections can be 
consistently applied) of each processing model element.  That is, the existing processing 
model can have one or more of its input parameters adjusted or “tweaked” to maintain the 
output goals as specified by the user in the model (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22 - Parametric Adaptation Scenario 
In this simple scenario, the AIP system knows from the information embedded in 
the model that the system should be able to maintain the user goal(s) by applying 
parametric value changes to the processing without having to alter the processing 
structural flow.  An example of a parametric adjustment could be something fairly simple 
such as adjusting the gain and offset of an image passing through the processing stream 
and/or adjusting the filter characteristics for a filter that the image stream is passing 
through the scope of control portion of the execution graph (Figure 22). 
Minor Structural Adjustment 
For image data sequences with more challenging information and/or noise content 
where the parametric only adjustments cannot satisfy the user goals, a minor structural 
adaptation (Figure 23 -Minor Structural Adaptation Scenario (generative)) might be 
needed in order to main the user goals.  One example where this can occur is in images 
where there is periodic noise of multiple harmonic components.  
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Figure 23 -Minor Structural Adaptation Scenario (generative) 
As the power of an individual noise harmonic increases in the spectral domain in 
areas that the model guidance implies is a noise component, the appropriate model 
designated 2D band reject filter function is triggered in response to the noise spike.  
Generally as the noise amplitude increases so does the amplitude in related harmonics, 
thus multiple new filters will need to be introduced based on the each individual noise 
spike energy.   
Figure 23 shows a simple case where two band reject filters have been introduced 
to deal with the offending noise elements. 
Major Structural Adjustment 
The most involved structural change occurs when the monitored conditions 
require processing alteration outside of the “capture range” of the existing instantiation of 
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the model.  In this situation the adaptive system needs to make a more involved 
processing graph alteration in order to meet the user specified performance goals.  This 
triggering of a major structural change in the graph in response to changes in data and/or 
noise that is beyond the scope of adaptation or control of the previously mentioned 
methods. An example of this might be when a different type of noise is introduced into 
the image sequence or when the image sequence itself changes in characteristics 
dramatically (i.e. reconfiguring from band reject filters to morphological processing 
based on noise characteristics or some other combination driven by metrics, goals, and 
embedded knowledge in the model) (Figure 24).   
Planner /
Reconfigurator
Evaluator
Process
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m-1
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PreProcessor
/ Extractor
Scope of Control  
Figure 24 - Major Structural Adaptation Scenario 
When the adaptive system can’t maintain the “capture range” with the existing 
structure, it must reconfigure based on model guidance into an instantiation that can 
maintain the desired user goals.  One needs to note that containing all permutations of 
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this major alteration of the original processing scenarios will tax the model designer and 
the adaptive system. 
Combined Parametric / Structural Adaptivity  
The last architectural concept involves the hybrid or combination of the above 
architectural scenarios (Figure 22 -Figure 24) with the intended goal of providing a more 
complete “capture range” of the data space dynamics to provide adequate coverage of the 
user goals as the image data streaming through the processing system varies across the 
data space (Figure 25). 
There will be some point where to ensure stable performance; the system will 
decide that the adaptation is beyond its adaptation range captured in the current model. 
As a result, the system will degrade down to a lower performance of the user criteria and 
flag the executive or monitor function/process of the AIP stream.  Dynamics in image 
sequences can create significant challenges for someone trying to devise an automatic 
processing scheme to maintain a desired output metric or quality.  For an input image 
stream with dynamic characteristics it can be difficult to maintain the desired output 
goals using a single technique.  For image sequences with challenging information 
dynamics or complicated noise characteristics, a suite of techniques might be needed to 
maintain the user goals.  
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Figure 25 - Examples of Topology Changes 
Some scenarios of possible system adaptations based on the image sequence data 
space and the adaptation guidance and algorithm knowledge embedded in the model will 
now be discussed.  The first example is a simple processing scheme without support for 
adaptation based on user guidance and information within the image data, that will 
generally have a narrow range in which the user gets satisfactory results (Figure 25a).  By 
adding a simple parametric adaptation (Figure 25b), one should be able to achieve a 
slightly larger range of satisfactory system output results.  For more involved cases where 
the data or noise characteristics and/or dynamics exceed the control range of the 
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parametric system, allowing processing techniques to be regionalized within the data 
space (as shown in Figure 25d), should allow for a wider latitude of automatic 
compensation which will cover wider dynamics within the data or noise space of the 
image stream. 
Each region might be dealt with by a different algorithm or permutation of the 
general algorithm that is “tuned” to better deal with that specific region.  Due to these 
different algorithms there is a chance that gaps will exist between the regions being 
processing by these different processing schemes or algorithms.  A potential way to 
minimize these gaps in coverage would be to allow for adaptivity within each region by 
adding parametric adjustments to each region (Figure 25d).  Conceptually this technique 
would give broader data space coverage of adaptivity that could maintain the user-desired 
goals of processing.  
Summary of architectural concepts 
The architectural schemes discussed in this section have the potential to provide a 
broader data space “capture or control range”, thus helping the modeling environment to 
meet the desired user goals.  Obviously the parametric approach would be the easiest to 
instantiate and should perform reasonably for well behaved data within its “capture 
range” of adjustment.  For problem spaces that the model designer knows lend 
themselves to a generative approach like that of the DARPA ASC effort (Ledeczi, Bakay 
et al. 2001), a minor structural architectural change should allow enough capture range to 
deal with processing problems that can be broken down into parallel or cascading 
connections of processing algorithms in order to meet the user goals.  The major 
structural change would be used when the model designer anticipates changes in noise 
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types that would require a major algorithmic shift in order to meet the user goals.  An 
example might be where one has been using a generative solution to remove harmonic 
noise spikes and the underlying noise characteristics change from spectra/l spatial to 
geometric which would imply a shift from frequency domain processing (i.e. frequency 
and/or spatial domain filtering) to geometric based processing (i.e. morphological 
filtering).  This would require that the instantiation move from a generative approach to a 
more involved processing graph.  The hybrid method discussed should have the greatest 
potential for capturing a broader range in the data space while meeting the user goals but 
at a significantly increased complexity in the model and adaptation components discussed 
in the next section. 
Table 2 - Architectural Configuration Options 
 
 Parametric Minor 
Structural 
Major 
Structural 
Hybrid 
Approach 
Implementation Ease 1 3 5 7 
Capture Range 1 3 4-6 7-10 
Representation Issues 1 2 4 8 
Note: 
Lower numbers imply easy implementation, less powerful, etc. and 
conversely for higher numbers  
 
Adaptive Image Processing System Elements 
The proposed adaptive image processing environment will use additional 
language support provided in the models to generate the correctly configured 
hardware/software adaptive solution to an image sequence processing problem.  A new, 
more complex class of image processing problems can be solved with the AIP 
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representational capabilities added to a MIC image processing environment.  As 
mentioned earlier the following concepts will be added to the modeling environment to 
enable the AIP functionality: 
• Scope of Adaptation to allow localized changes to the processing system 
• Probing the executing graph to support system performance 
• An evaluation function to determine whether the user goals were attained 
• A planner function to determine how to reconfigure the AIP system 
• A reconfiguration function to ensure “seamless” updates to the AIP system 
By adding these characteristics to the MIC environment, research indicates that 
the building blocks for the creation of an AIP MIC based system will be in place.  The 
discussion will now look at each of these concepts in greater detail. Figure 26 will be 
used to illustrate these concepts in the following discussion. 
Probed or Monitored Objects 
The monitoring measurements for the adaptive image processing system can take 
on a number of forms and configurations based on the processing task being performed in 
the local scope under control by the adaptation mechanism.  The measurement can be a 
single value associated with an image or region of interest of that image, or it could be 
multiple scalar measurements such as minimum and maximum gray level.  The 
measurement could also be multivariable, trend based, ensemble, or a more complicated 
measure or metric depending on the processing task that needs to be adapted.  Probed 
measurements can range from simple measures such as mean grey level to higher-level 
descriptors such as noise ensemble characteristics.  This implies that the representation 
should be object based to allow maximum flexibility. 
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Figure 26 - MIC Adaptive Mechanisms 
Sampling frequency of the monitored values should be specified in the adaptation 
constraints or guidelines to allow maximum system flexibility.  Typically, an image 
boundary might be the finest granularity point, but for some real-time applications, line-
by-line or even pixel-by-pixel granularity might be required.  For slow trend changes, a 
summary function representation would provide the trend history within the input data 
stream if the evaluator did not support trend chronicling within itself. 
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The monitored objects and/or values could come from one 1 to N points, both 
within the scope of control,  and even out of the scope of control based on the 
sophistication of the processing task being adjusted.  The problem representation supports 
the concept of processing models that allow the reduction of low level data into higher 
level information for consumption by the evaluator component.  In this way, 
sophisticated preprocessing such as Quality of Service (QoS) calculations (Kokar, 
Baclawski et al. 1999) or derived information (Oreizy, Gorlick et al. 1999) could be 
easily inserted to improve the robustness of the control algorithm. 
Evaluator(s) 
The evaluator takes the inputted measurement objects and makes the decision as 
to whether the local scope of control should be adapted.  As with the different types of 
inputs that it can receive, its decision criteria can span from simple single thresholds, to 
parametric, trend based, or to multivariable criteria, etc.  The decision complexity will be 
driven by the input measurement object complexity but could potentially be more 
involved.   
As with the measurement object sampling, the evaluator(s) may have different or 
multi-faceted adaptation frequencies.  Based on the underlying implementation, the 
adaptation may be continuous or it could be opportunistic based on computational 
resource availability.  It could also be driven by a previous event such as a threshold 
being exceeded, an alarm being present,  a trend shift, a recovery from failure, etc. 
(Oreizy, Gorlick et al. 1999).  There could be a hierarchy of evaluators where the front-
end evaluators pre-digest information for a higher-level evaluator much like low-level 
image processing preparing image information for a higher-level task like image 
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segmentation.  The evaluator’s components in the modeling environment represent the 
user-defined goals for the system performance evaluation.  The design environment 
supports this functionality by modeling this as a state machine.  The decision logic 
includes configuration states, trigger conditions and guard conditions, represented as the 
Evaluation Rules (ER).  The information from the probe/preprocessor function (MP1)  
(upper left in Figure 26) is sent to the decision graph (Figure 26, upper right).  The 
evaluator output then computes a fitness factor (E) that controls system reconfiguration 
by the subsequent planner. 
( )ERMPfE ,11 =  
Where: 
E1  =  evaluator output (maps inputs to decision space needed for 
planner). 
MP1  =  Output of the metric preprocessor for probe #1 
ER  =  Mapping rules / criteria generated from the user guidance  
Planners 
Based on the evaluation result and the architecture alternatives specified by the 
system designer, the planner will adjust the architecture within the scope of control to 
attempt to maintain the control strategy specified by the system designer.  The 
architectural change could be minimal in the case of a parametric “tweak” (adjust gain 
and/or offset), or more involved such as an altering of the local structure of the graph to 
support a generative or other structural change.  The decisions of how to reify the 
architectural changes into an implementation will be driven by constraints placed by the 
system designer or architect at design time.  These guidelines will steer the 
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implementation change to avoid invalid intermediate states in the adaptation process 
(Oreizy and Taylor 1998). 
The planner uses the decision outputs from the evaluation function (E) coupled 
with application-specific information and guidance [C, S] from the model to adjust 
system behavior.   The planner has a challenging task of deciding the best parametric 
adjustment and/or topology adjustment to maintain the user processing goals. 
In general, the planner consists of a function evaluating the current state of the 
system (P), a set of components and associated metadata from which to derive the next 
system state (C), and a set of user goals for the target system (S) (Figure 27) 
{ } ( )111 ,,,,,,, EPQodSCPGPdQoE −=′′  
Equation 1 - Planner Equation 
        Where: 
Inputs: 
C = set of components in the component database containing the following 
component characteristics: 
• Performance “safe operating” range 
• Adjustment parameter range or model of parameter to performance 
characteristics 
• Input and Output characteristics (for connection compatibility 
checking) 
• Known limits of performance 
S = set of user performance goals: 
• Desired and/or acceptable output data characteristics 
• Desired and/or acceptable performance range 
• Acceptable data deviations 
QoD  = Quality guidance generated from the model 
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P-1 = previous planner output or state (may or may not be needed based on 
problem space complexity) 
E1 = current evaluator state  
Outputs: 
E’ = new evaluator output defining configuration of processing graph within 
the defined scope (Must fit within mapping range constraints specified in 
the model) 
DQo ′  = estimated Quality of Data of new configuration (will be used for 
future self grading) 
P1 = current planner output or state (may or may not be needed based on 
problem space) 
G = configuration parameters and operational state for components in new 
configuration 
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Figure 27 - Planner Dependencies 
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The Planner must then find a configuration of the available components (C) with 
which to meet the goals specified in (S, QoD).  The process of finding the optimal match 
is highly complex if arbitrary configurations of C are allowed.  To make the problem 
tractable, metadata associated with C can form constraints on these configurations.  The 
constraints can be used to greatly reduce the search space to a manageable set.  
Restricting even further, C can be a set of user-defined configurations, and the planner 
function is reduced to merely selecting one of these. This is the approach taken to date, 
however the more flexible approach is the eventual system goal. In the current 
implementation, the domain expert captures multiple alternatives in the model, each 
explicitly specifying an individual image processing mode.  Based on the evaluator logic, 
alternatives are “switched” into and out of the execution dataflow to maintain the desired 
processing goals.  This works effectively for basic-to-intermediate level processing 
graphs, but a more sophisticated implementation is needed for problems that are Y axis in 
the problem complexity map shown in Figure 21.  
This planning function could leverage one of many approaches. An example 
would be predictive performance based methods such as parametric adjustment utilizing 
utility functions.  These methods estimate future results based on possible parametric 
changes.  This is a predictive approach which attempts to predict input parameters and 
their affect on the performance of the systems.  The utility function acts like an “online 
supervisory control” system (Abdelwahed, Kandasamy et al. 2004).  This technique 
predicts potential impacts of parametric changes and the impacts to the quality of service 
(QoS) for the system. Another part of the research will apply design space navigation 
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techniques for constraint-based on-line re-synthesis of the system where the constraints 
will be driven by the evaluators (Neema, Sztipanovits et al. 2003). 
Reconfigurer 
The reconfigurer accepts the current state, and the new target state from the 
planner.  The reconfigurer then performs the operations to transform the executing 
system to the new state.  In general, this is far from a trivial task to perform when the 
system must guarantee stability and glitch less operation during the transition.  For now, 
this burden is placed on the designer. 
{ } ( )CSRNS =  
Equation 2 - Reconfigurer Equation 
    Where: 
Inputs: 
CS = Current state (configuration and parameters) within scope: 
Outputs: 
NS = new evaluator output defining configuration of processing 
graph within the defined scope (Must fit within state 
transitions constraints specified in the model) 
The approach discussed in this section describes for a system model’s ability to 
represent and implement the desired user data processing goals by instantiating the user 
guidance from the system model into an executable model or instantiation.  This 
instantiation contains all of the necessary adaptive control system components (probes, 
preprocessors, evaluators, planners, and reconfigurers) to embody the complete adaptive 
data/image processing system.  These functionalities coupled with the layered 
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architecture discussed previously will allow increasingly challenging problems to be 
addressed.  As the sophistication of each element is enhanced in the increasing level / 
layer numbers discussed in Table 1, the incremental improvements in autonomic 
capabilities allow growth into more sophisticated and real-world problem domains. 
Adaptive Image Processing Concepts Summary 
The proposed adaptive image processing system should consist of probed or 
measured information which is fed to an evaluator that measures or converts the 
monitoring of process critical variables to drive the decision process that will determine 
whether the system needs to be altered to maintain the specified goals.  The decision to 
alter the configuration and supporting information is then sent on to the planner to 
schedule the implementation of the changes.  Many times the combination of evaluator 
and planner are called adaptors.  The sophistication and complexity of the adaptor will 
vary based on the system being controlled and the complexity of the image information 
and noise data. 
The motivation for model integrated computing based adaptive image processing 
has been discussed, along with a description of the necessary conceptual components or 
elements that must be supported to implement the adaptive concepts for image processing 
problems.  This chapter will describe the mapping of these adaptive image processing 
concepts to a model integrated computing environment and define some test cases and 
evaluation methodology for a few representative examples of adaptive image processing 
mechanisms. 
The adaptive image processing environment proposed will use this additional 
representation or language support provided in the MIC modeling paradigm and models 
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to generate a properly configured adaptive solution for image processing problems that 
require adaptation driven by the information and/or noise content in an image.  This 
proposed environment would allow a new, more complex class of image processing 
problems to be addressed.  This expanded capability will be achieved by adding the 
adaptive image processing representational capabilities discussed to a MIC based image 
processing environment. 
Representation of Adaptive Image Processing Elements 
The adaptive elements are being supported by language and semantics in this MIC 
environment in the following ways (please refer to Figure 28): 
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Figure 28 - MIC Adaptive Filtering Example Demonstrating AIP Mechanisms 
Representation of Scope of Adaptivity 
This is implemented using the hierarchical nature of the modeling language and 
environment.  The scope or localized region under adaptive control is captured at a level 
and its lower levels in the model hierarchy. This allows for complex graphs to be created 
with varying scopes being supported by the model hierarchy. In the case the need of 
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sharing information across various isolated scopes, the higher level of that graph can 
provide the information interchange 
Representation of Probes or Monitor Points 
This capability is supported by the modeling representation language for picking 
the information sources that will drive the adaptive process.  As discussed in the adaptive 
image processing system elements section of chapter 3 the monitor points can consist of 
single to many points with different levels of information complexity. For example, it can 
range from simple measures such as mean grey level of an image to higher-level 
descriptors such as noise ensemble characteristics.  These probe points are fed into model 
components that perform information extraction and distillation.  The language supports 
this in a fashion similar to other data/signal flow languages by allowing the user to 
connect information sources to the processing elements represented by hierarchical 
compound models.  An example of this is shown in Figure 28 
Representation of Evaluators  
Evaluators are the model elements that represent the evaluation function to be 
performed.  The modeling paradigm supports this functionality by allowing the model to 
represent the evaluator decision logic as a state machine.  The user can express the 
decision logic including the various configuration states, trigger conditions and guard 
conditions into the sate machine.  The evaluator input information from the 
probe/preprocessor function (upper left in Figure 28) is passed to the decision graph 
(Figure 28, upper right).  The evaluator output then controls the execution model 
configuration to achieve the desired results. 
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Representation of Planners 
This functionality is driven by the decision output from the evaluation function.  
In the current implementation, various alternatives are captured in the model representing 
the image processing at design time by the domain expert.  Based on the evaluator logic 
alternatives are “switched” into and out of the execution dataflow to maintain the desired 
processing goals.  This works effectively for basic to intermediate level processing 
graphs but will need a more sophisticated implementation for problems that are more 
than half way from the origin on either axis in the problem complexity map in Figure 21. 
Implementing the User Guidance or Rules Controlling the AIP Environment 
Use user guidance encoded with structure and rules specification to drive the 
assembly of the AIP components from the AIP libraries (this implies that the 
implementation is knowledgeable of library functionality capabilities and limitations).  
This user guidance encoded as constraints in the MIC environment; pulls together the 
information that will provide guidance to the monitor, evaluator, planner, and the 
reconfigurer elements and adapts the basic component structures or image/signal flow 
path based on rule guidance. 
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Figure 29 - MIC Adaptive Mechanisms Breakout 
For example, consider a 60 and 300 Hz Band Reject Filtering function shown in 
Figure 28; it will need guidance information like that shown below. 
o Monitor/preprocessor - (ex. create a 60 Hz energy monitor 
• Band Pass filter (u, v, radius,…) 
o Evaluator - (ex. Check if energy level out of range (threshold to more complex 
calculation)) 
• Threshold function pulling threshold from rule 
 Simple value 
 Calculated via formula 
In OutAIP Function
Preprocessor Evaluator Planner Reconfiguer
60 Hz
Filter
Data 
smoothing
Preprocessor
Threshold
Evaluator
LUT
Planner
Multiple
Configurations
Reconfigurer
Adjust based 
on user rules
Rules provide:
  Sync 
criteria
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  Alternatives
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  Evaluation Options
  Decision Logic
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  Filter Characteristics
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In OutAIP Sub Function
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o Planner – (ex. Alter signal flow to pass 
• Enable signal path through filter 
• Set filter characteristics 
 u, v, radius, multiplier, roll off, etc. 
o Reconfigurer 
• Synchronization 
 Switch routing at image boundary 
 Switch routing at image number “N” boundary 
Additional MIC Modeling Representations 
To these AIP conceptual elements will be added generalized modeling elements 
which will simplify representation of the implementation of the topology changes in the 
model.  The four model representation characteristics are:  (1) splitting or multiple output 
branches, (2) the insertion model, (3) the bypass model, and (4) the blender model 
representations.  Each of these capabilities will now be discussed. 
Splitting / Multiple Output Branches 
This functionality already exists in the Adaptive Computing Systems (ACS) 
paradigm.  An example of this topology is shown in Figure 30.  This representation 
allows the output of a model component to be sent to multiple model components (i.e. 
split).  This functionality allows branching of data so that alternate processing schemes 
may be performed in parallel and then be evaluated for integration into the graph output 
using by the “blender” function to reintegrate them into a single output. 
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Figure 30 Splitter Example 
Insertion 
This representation allows functionality to be inserted based on user guidance.  
An example of this would be adding filters if user specified noise levels are exceeded.  
For example, the function shown in Figure 31 below would be inserted if the user 
specified criteria were met.  The routing infrastructure and the definition of the decision 
rules are specified at design time within the AIP MIC environment.  At runtime, the rules 
are executed by the instantiated infrastructure to determine if the user goals are being 
met.  If not, the signal flow is altered per the encoded rules to attempt to correct for the 
deviation the output image sequence is making from the user specified goals. 
A simple example of user guidance is shown in Figure 28.  In this example the 
periodic noise energy level present on the input image stream will drive the adaptation 
mechanism.  If energy level in the 60Hz horizontal noise region (in Fourier domain) is 
unacceptable,  the adaptation mechanism will apply an appropriate 60Hz Band Reject 
(BR) filter to bring the image noise level back into user specified compliance (i.e. BR 
filter inserted if spectral energy above user threshold/range).  For the insert specification 
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used to allow the band reject filters to be inserted or removed from the serial dataflow in 
Figure 28, the user must provide guidance to assist the environment in implementing a 
usable system.  The user guidance drives the model design and execution decisions.  At 
design time, the user specifies the layout of function and inclusion information, setup of 
routing infrastructure, and the definition of rules.  At execution time the runtime 
environment is responsible for the execution of user specified rules (guidance) and 
performs the signal flow routing determined by the AIP environments implementation of 
the user specified guidance or rules.  Some of the characteristics that the user would 
specify at design time include: 
o 60 and 300 Hz BR filter characteristics 
• Center frequency: u, v, radius 
• Roll off characteristics (ideal, Butterworth, etc., …) 
• Attenuation (percentage, ex. 50%) 
o Trigger conditions 
• Noise level threshold (i.e. noise energy level that triggers a system 
adaptation) 
• Timing (i.e. how often is the noise level checked, ex. per image, video field, 
etc.) 
• Synchronization (i.e. when to make processing graph changes, ex. at the 
image boundary) 
o Decision Criteria 
• If energy in 60 Hz horizontal noise region is greater than the user specified 
guidance (ex. u, v, radius, energy level).  This implies that the following 
functions should be instantiated for the executable model: 
 Function to measure 60 Hz noise (preprocessor) 
 Decision function to check if threshold exceeded (evaluator) 
 Action function to perform the desired action (planner / 
reconfigurer) 
o Synchronization criteria 
• Drives sampling for the monitor function 
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• Drives reconfiguration timing issues 
 
Figure 31 Insert Example 
Note that the example in Figure 28 can insert two filters.  The discussion above is 
identical for both filters and the implementation detail differences could be as simple as 
the filter center frequency (u,v) for each of the BR filter instantiations. 
Bypass  
The “bypass” model component allows the domain expert to specify the 
bypassing of a section of the image flow model under the control of the user guidance 
encoded in the model and its rules. Trigger conditions/rules are used by the AIP 
environment to discern from the data content whether the routing bypass should occur.  
The user must specify the following via the model: 
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Figure 32 Bypass Example 
One can see that the “bypass” mechanism is effectively the opposite of the 
“insert” mechanism from a topology routing point of view, that is, one can be bypassing a 
processing section versus inserting a processing section.  If the low level implementation 
is just routing the data paths via routing structures, then conceivably both mechanism 
could have the same implementation.  The functionality is being added to the model to 
provide the representational option in case there can be a complexity difference at 
implementation time. 
Blender  
Blender model functionality takes multiple inputs and "blends" them based on 
user guidance.  This allows the adaptivity to pursue multiple parallel processing paths and 
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makes a user guided decision from something as simple as a switch of desired output, to a 
“blended” output, to a voter selection process aimed at picking the best relative solution 
given the user constraints. 
Some scenarios for the blender functionality include: 
• Scenario #1 - Blender picks an input based on user specified decision criteria 
• Scenario # 2 - Blender takes a percentage of each inputs based on user guidance 
encoded in rules 
o X percent of input if it meets criteria A 
o Y percent of input if it meets criteria B, etc. 
o Whether percentage needs to be "normalized" so that the output stays 
within user specified range based on user guidance in the rules. 
• Scenario # 3 - Blender takes on a "voter" mode where it acts like a voting or 
majority rules decision routing.  In this scenario if 2 of 3 inputs are similar enough 
they will be blended into the output based on the user guidance encoded in the 
rules.  One can take the converse of this by using the outlier input as the chosen 
output. 
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Figure 33 Blender Example 
The blender functionality will provide the domain expert many options for 
specifying flexible approaches to processing options for the adaptive image processing 
problems being addressed.  The ability to due combinatorial “blending” of multiple 
processing streams or data flows to achieve the “best” image processing solution or to 
pick the best solution based on the user guidance adds flexibility and power to the 
problem representation into the model. 
Summary of AIP Representation Elements and Components 
The AIP organization (probes/preprocessor, evaluator, planner, and reconfigurer), 
representation of the user guidance, and the additional topological representations being 
added to AIP MIC environment to facilitate the domain user have been discussed.  This 
capability will reside on top of the existing ISIS MIC infrastructure to support the AIP 
paradigm.  The insert, bypass, and blender model structures will ease the implementation 
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routing representation for the many adaptation situations that will arise as the user 
specifies the adaptation guidelines in the MIC model.  The test cases that will be 
evaluated as part of this research will leverage this enhanced AIP/MIC environment.  . 
Adaptivity Discussion 
As discussed earlier, the data and noise dynamics in image sequences can create 
significant challenges for someone trying to devise an automatic processing scheme to 
maintain a desired output metric or quality.  For input image data with dynamic 
characteristics it can be difficult to maintain the desired output goals using a single 
technique.  A suite of techniques will be needed to support image sequences with 
information dynamics or complicated noise characteristics.  A simple processing scheme 
without support for adaptation based on user guidance and information within the image 
data will generally have a narrow capture range in which the user gets satisfactory results 
(Figure 25a).  By adding a simple parametric adaptation, one should be able to achieve a 
slightly larger range of satisfactory system output results (Figure 25b).  For more involved 
cases where the data and/or noise characteristics and/or dynamics exceed the control 
capture range of the parametric system, allowing different processing techniques to be 
regionalized within the data space as shown in Figure 25c, should allow for a wider 
latitude of automatic compensation which will cover wider dynamics within the 
data/noise space of the input image stream.  Each region could be dealt with by a 
different algorithm or permutation of the general algorithm that is “tuned” to better deal 
with that specific region.  Due to these different algorithms there is a chance that gaps 
will exist between the regions being processing by these different processing schemes or 
algorithms.  An example of a way to minimize these gaps in data processing QOS 
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coverage would be to allow for adaptivity within each region by adding parametric 
adjustments to each region of the structural adaptation case (Figure 25c) as shown in 
Figure 25d.  This technique conceptually would give broader input data space coverage of 
adaptivity (capture range) that could maintain the user-desired goals of processing.  
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CHAPTER IV 
 
 
METHODOLGY 
Evaluating the AIP Concepts 
This section will discuss the approach and methodology to be used to evaluate the 
AIP concepts and will conclude with a description of the two test cases used to evaluate 
the major AIP concepts. 
Experimental Plan 
You may recall from the introduction of this work that the following premise was 
proposed: 
Adaptive Image Processing (AIP) environments can be created in which an image 
processing domain expert can intuitively specify an image processing scheme that 
will adapt itself toward the user specified goals. 
Concepts to be evaluated 
The important AIP concepts that need to be evaluated as part of this research 
effort include: 
1) Whether an AIP environment and the proposed AIP representation enhancements 
can be created to allow a domain expert to specify desired output 
characteristics/QOS goals in an MIC environment. 
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• This will explore the representational issues and how the user will specify 
the user goals.  At this point the basic question to be answered is “can it be 
done?”, realizing that the human interface can always be improved to 
provide a more intuitive or “user friendly” user interface. 
2) Whether the AIP environment can create or instantiate an executable graph that 
adapts the sequence image processing to meet the desired processing QOS based on 
the user guidance of the image processing such that the user data processing goals 
are met. 
• This will address issues of translating the user specified goals in the MIC 
model into an adaptive image processing system which will implement those 
goals. 
3) For an example, how sensitive is the AIP environment to dynamics in the image 
streams (data and noise)?  And,  can the hybrid methodology compensate for these 
dynamics successfully? 
• This will evaluate how well the adaptive control strategy works and attempt 
to draw some conclusions for improvement. 
The first bullet deals with the question “Can the problem be represented into the 
AIP environment?”  The second bullet looks at the questions “Can this representation be 
converted into an executable graph?”  And third bullet deals the issue of “Did the AIP 
concepts perform in meeting the user goals?”   
Proposed Test Scenarios 
The following section will describe the test scenario that will be used to evaluate 
the AIP research environment.  The goal is to verify the concepts described in the 
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previous section with two different test graphs / configurations.  Two data and noise 
dynamics scenarios were conceived: 1) a parametric based adaptation to deal with image 
intensity fluctuations, and 2) a generative based model to deal with changing noise 
spectra across a series of images. 
Data Dynamics Scenario 
This discussion will center on image sequences (video or film frame) with either 
data or noise dynamics or some combination of both data and noise dynamics.  Data 
dynamics can occur on an image by image basis for a number of reasons determined by 
the image acquisition process.  Some examples of data dynamics include: 
1. Image to image overall intensity changes due to illumination source 
fluctuations 
o Clouds passing overhead between photos 
o Illumination source fluctuations driven by excitation source (ex. 60 Hz 
power) 
o Sensor artifacts from strong electro-magnetic interference (EMI) 
interacting with low voltage signals in the image sensor front end 
circuitry, etc. having the effect of slowly moving baseline grey level 
shifts. 
Noise Dynamics Scenario 
The noise characteristics that can occur in video or film data may alter from 
image to image or change more slowly over the image sequence.  For the dynamic noise 
scenario, the system processing characteristics will have to change associated with noise 
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changes potentially on an image by image basis.  Some image to image “noise” types can 
be: 
• Image jitter which implies a need for registration filter or tracking 
• Dirt or scratches on a single film frame or in the optical path to the sensor 
• Dirt or scratches across multiple frames (stationary or moving) 
• Local brightness fluctuations in film due to the film storage environment or the 
film developing process (chemical) 
• Noise due to an EMF noise source(s) that can manifest themselves as “stripe” (ex. 
horizontal, vertical, or diagonal) noise in an image (Figure 41, Figure 42). 
AIP Test Cases 
The test cases for this evaluation of the AIP will now be discussed.  For each case 
there will be a description of the test and thought process driving the test case.  The 
concepts that will be tested will be discussed along with the goal of the test case and a 
discussion of the “success” criteria.  As mentioned earlier, two data/noise dynamics 
scenarios were conceived; one which will address a parametric based adaptation to deal 
with image intensity fluctuations, and the other a generative based model to deal with 
changing noise spectra across a series of images. 
Parametric Adjustment of a Grey Level Image Sequence 
In this test case we will evaluate the AIP concepts on a dynamic data image 
sequence problem.  A test sequence of images will be created that has varying maximum 
and minimum grey levels on each image in a sequence.  The processing definition and 
AIP concept based implementation and user goals will be captured in the Vanderbilt ISIS 
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Signal Processing Platform (SPP) modeling environment.  Associated with the SPP graph 
in GME will be a support library of MATLAB modules that are used by the SPP 
paradigms MATLAB code generator to generate an executable graph.  This graph will 
then be tested with the generated test image sequence and the results analyzed. 
Parametric Adjustment Background 
This test case addresses the common problem of the image dynamic range 
fluctuating over the image sequence.  As mentioned previously, this can be manifested 
many ways, but typically the result is an image sequence with the dynamic range is 
compressed in varying degrees over time.  This is usually evident by looking at the 
histogram of the image in question.  An image with a “good” dynamic range will span the 
entire grey level range but not saturate or clip at the minimum (black) and maximum 
(white) values of the image numerical range.  Typically the minimum grey level in an 
image is offset by a nontrivial percentage of the dynamic range while the brightest grey 
level is below the maximum grey level by a similar amount.  This manifests itself as a 
low contrast image shown in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34 - Histogram with Low Dynamic Range 
When the image has an optimum dynamic range (maximum dynamic range 
without clipping or saturation the image is easier to analyze and view as shown in Figure 
35. 
 
Figure 35 - Image with Optimized Dynamic Range 
ImageHistogramImage
ImageHistogramImage
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There can be many causes for low dynamic range: poor or varying lighting, 
incorrect digitizer settings, etc., often the desired goal is to maintain the entire image 
sequence to a consistent dynamic range (user goal) for  easiest viewing of image 
sequence details.  Usually this is to set the minimum grey level to one grey level above 
the minimum possible grey level for the grey level word size (ex. 1 of a range of 0 to 255 
for 8 bit data word size) and one grey level below the maximum grey level (ex. 254 of 
255 for 8 bit data word size).  This allows the user to get the greatest dynamic range 
while being able to distinguish when processing has adversely affected the image by 
clipping or saturating it.   
Parametric Adjustment Translation into the SPP Modeling Environment 
To create the SPP model, one must first define the processing that needs to be 
performed to meet the user goals of the AIP system.  To represent this problem in the AIP 
environment/paradigm we will need to specify: 
• User goals of the grey level adjustment adaptive behavior 
o What the user desired image histogram minimum and maximum are to be. 
 These drive the probe monitor position (feed forward configuration). 
 What needs to be measured or preprocessed from raw image data 
(image grey level maximum and minimum),  (or histogram calculated if a 
more sophisticated technique such as histogram modification technique is 
to be used). 
 The evaluator criterion is then to compare measured maximum and 
minimum against the user specified goals and determine if the goals are 
being met. 
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 The planner criterion defines user desired correction alternative(s) such 
as the Control Law which specifies guidance from the user for the 
correction of the image processing stream to meet the user goals. 
 The reconfigurer criterion defines user guidance with respect to how 
the corrections should be applied from an update or synchronization point 
of view (on image boundary, pixel boundary, etc.) along with criterion 
that would guide the instantiation issues related to implementation (ex. 
MATLAB, C, DSP, or FPGA). 
• Control Law  
o When the goals are not being met, the evaluator passes the parameters onto the 
planner to apply the user specified control law to bring the input image values 
into the user desired goal range.  The user specifies the control law goals to the 
AIP/SPP environment,  in this case as two simple equations. 
 Equation 1 – Offset correction (provides left shift of histogram 
minimum to user specified minimum value) 
[ ]minmin_ UserGoalGreylevelMeasuredOffset −=  
 Equation 2 – Scale multiplier factor (Stretches input image grey level 
to user specified maximum grey level goal) 



−= minmax
max
evelInputGreylevelInputGreyl
UserGoalrScalefacto  
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2. Equation 3 – Correction formula 
( )( )factorScaleOffsetGreylevelInGreylevelNew ___ −=
 
Figure 36 shows the hierarchical expansion of an AIP function from a larger 
graph into the sub graph that shows the individual elements associated with the AIP 
paradigm.  As one can see in the lower row of blocks, each AIP element is shown along 
with the rules encoded into that element. 
 
Figure 36 – Parametric Adjustment Block Diagram 
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The representation of these user goals (data flow, monitoring point(s), control 
law, reconfiguration guidance, etc.) were captured into the SPP Multigraph model 
(ParametricTest(ML).mga) shown in shown in Figure 37.  This was a relatively simple 
graph that didn’t utilize the model hierarchy available.  It served its purpose to both test 
out the parametric problem but also be simple enough to allow the full concept to 
execution development without complex debugging issues.  The SPP infrastructure 
MATLAB support function code boilerplate was checked out under this model.  
Persistence, module initialization, inter-module communications, and debugging 
functionalities were created and verified.  The lessons learned from this effort were 
applied to the second test case utilizing generative model for band reject filtering. 
 
Figure 37 – Parametric Adjustment SPP Model 
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A software library was created to support the SPP paradigm in generating an 
executable MATLAB graph.  The file names of these modules and the prototype 
MATLAB program used as a risk mitigation prototype prior to execution of SPP 
MATLAB graph are discussed in Appendix A.  To facilitate execution of the SPP graph 
the MATLAB modules utilized the persistence and initialization capabilities available in 
the SPP paradigm.  These features allowed for a stable first pass execution of the graph 
and for the ability to pull information from data files if needed.  This feature will useful 
for more complicated graphs or for graphs that it would be desirable to update the user 
goals/guidance of some parameters dynamically during execution without being forced to 
stop and re-execute the SPP graph compiler.  The ability to update parameters in an 
executing graph was demonstrated in the MIRTIS real-time image processing system 
where the author created a java based web interface was used to control various 
parameters in the system.  This allowed for remote control of the execution 
graph/hardware for either safety or other operational reasons.  
Test Generation of Parametric Adjustment Test Image Sequence 
A test image sequence was created from a MATLAB program that took a normal 
input sequence and intensity modulated each image pixel intensity by the function 
specified (ex. sinusoidal amplitude modulation).  The algorithm used to generate the 
image sequence used for the parametric test case consisted of modulating the offset and 
scale factors individually of each input image from a sequence of images.  This meant 
that each image in the sequence was forced to have a varying minimum and maximum 
grey level over the sequence of images. The equations below describe the functions 
utilized to provide the changing minimum and maximum grey levels of each image. 
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( ) ( ) 



 

+=
N
n
N
KnOffsetBaseOffsetBasenOffset ππ 2sin  
( ) 

=
N
nKnScale πsin  
( )( )[ ] )()()(_)(_ nOffsetnScalenimageInputnimageModified +=  
Where: 
N = number of image in sequence 
n = current image within sequence 
K = constant (0.75) 
The plot in Figure 38 shows the offset modification over the image sequence of 
the 23 images.  This simulates a low frequency noise component added most likely from 
a strong slowly changing electromagnetic field in the vicinity of the sensor, with poor 
shielding in the front end amplifier section.  Its effect is to cause the minimum grey level 
values of an image to slowly drift over time (i.e. the image sequence) in a sinusoidal 
fashion for this case. The plot in Figure 39 shows the intensity scaling modification.  
Typically the intensity contrast is a function of the scene illumination for images but also 
can be affected by other factors such as electromagnetic interaction of the front end 
amplifier. The intensity scaling in this example sequence starts out dim, then brightens 
and dims again. This would be similar to a situation where the sun is behind cloud cover, 
comes from behind a cloud and then goes back into the clouds.  
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Figure 38 – Offset Bias Applied Over Image Sequence 
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Figure 39 – Scale Factor Applied Over Image Sequence 
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A combined plot shown in Figure 40 shows the input image sequence (plots with 
X markers) minimum plotted in magenta and the input sequence maximum grey level 
plotted in green. Also in Figure 40 are the plots of the modulated sequence (plots with O 
markers) that is to be used as the test stimulus for the parametric test case. One can see 
the intensity differences in the maximum grey level (blue) and minimum grey level (red) 
values of the images in the sequence. 
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Figure 40 – Original Image and Modulated Sequence Max/Min Values 
Testing of the Parametric Adjustment SPP Model 
The image sequence generated was first fed into a prototype MATLAB program 
“Parametric_Adaptation_Seq_Process_SPP_v1.m “ (Appendix A) as a risk reduction for 
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the verification of the processing concepts and algorithms.  This was done to minimize 
inefficiencies from the lack of integrated debugging in the executable SPP environment.  
SPP debugging is difficult and time consuming because it mainly consists of placing print 
statements within the executing MATLAB modules and recording the log streams into a 
log file for post test analysis.  Once there was a reasonable confidence in the support 
modules and underlying algorithms working as desired, the SPP graph was compiled and 
executed.  Anytime that a problem arose during the testing it was easy to identify by 
going back to the prototype environment.  After the initial testing and debugging was 
complete, the final testing for the parametric test case began.  This was implemented by 
the execution from the CYGWIN command line of the compiled SPP graph and 
monitoring the console log stream and the figures containing the image and histogram 
data processed by the executable MATLAB instantiated graph generated by the SPP 
environment. 
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Adaptive Frequency Domain Noise Filtering of an Image Sequence 
In this test case we will evaluate the AIP concepts on a dynamic noise image 
sequence problem.  A test sequence of images will be created that has varying spectral 
noises components that are changed with each image in the sequence.  Some images in 
the sequence have multiple noise components in them at different angles.  The processing 
definition and AIP concept based implementation and user goals will be captured in the 
Vanderbilt ISIS Signal Processing Platform (SPP) modeling environment.  Associated 
with the SPP graph in GME will be a support library of MATLAB modules that are used 
by the SPP paradigms MATLAB code generator to generate an executable graph.  This 
adaptive band reject filter SPP graph will then be tested with the generated test image 
sequence and the results analyzed. 
Adaptive Frequency Domain Noise Filtering Background 
This test case addresses the problem of removing periodic noise from an image 
sequence.  This is very similar to the example described in an earlier discussion (Figure 
28).  An image sequence is corrupted by noise with a periodicity (for example, from a 60 
Hz related noise generation source).  In this example (Figure 41), the image sequence is 
usually collected via a video camera which is in the presence of a strong Electro 
Magnetic Field (EMF) such as a magnetron source used to stimulate an X-ray generator 
or a radar system.  In this example, the noise source can consist of a single fundamental, 
but more often there are also harmonics of the fundamental involved. 
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An example of a test image without the noise component in shown in Figure 41-A 
and the image with the added noise is shown in Figure 41-B.  A similar example 
involving band reject filtering of images is described in [20]. 
 
Figure 41 – Periodic Noise Example 
Another example of adaptive band reject filtering being used to remove the 
offending noise spike(s) in the frequency domain is shown in Figure 42.  The upper left 
image is the original image corrupted by two different diagonal noise sources.  The lower 
left image of the figure show the 2D FFT spectra of the inputted noise image with the 
noise spikes circled for clarity.  The lower right image shows the spectra that have been 
band reject filtered.  One can see black dots which represent where the band reject filter 
removed the two different noise components.  The upper right image in Figure 42 shows 
the filtered image with the noise removed. 
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Figure 42 – Filtered Image with two noise components (45 and 135 deg) 
There can be many causes for noise.  Often this type of noise occurs when poorly 
shielded low level video signal components or transmission lines are located near large 
power sources.  The electromagnetic interference signal will mix with the low level video 
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signal when the shielding is incomplete or the signal “bleeds” past the video equipment 
shielding.  By setting the goal to detect frequency domain spikes with the noise 
characteristics that the user has identified as noise, this type of noise can be removed 
fairly robustly utilizing the AIP mechanisms with little interaction from the user.  This 
adaptive scheme is important for non stationary noise for which it would be labor 
intensive to compensate.  It allows for removal of varying frequency domain related noise 
sources with minimal degradation of the input image. 
Test Generation of Dynamic Noise Test Image Sequence 
A test image sequence was created from a MATLAB program 
(imnoise3_test1a.m) that took an input image sequence (Trevor) and added spectral noise 
described in Figure 44.  Horizontal and diagonal noise sources were introduced.  While 
“real-world” noise sequences will be evaluated in a non academic effort, using known 
noise sources allowed for testing of the adaptive mechanisms independent of “messy” 
noise sequences that might splatter across the spectral domain.  A much larger image 
sequence could have been used but a small number was chosen to expedite the testing 
process.  The Trevor sequence used for the dynamic noise test consisted of seven images 
with the first image being maintained without noise.  The next four images were basic 
horizontal line harmonic noise sources, initially as a single component, then as groups of 
two horizontal noise components to add complexity.  These were followed by diagonal 
components in groups of two.  The noise characteristics associated with the image 
number and a thumbnail of the image corrupted by the test noise are shown in Figure 44. 
The algorithm used to generate the image sequence used for the adaptive band 
reject test case consisted of modulating the subset of the input “Trevor” image sequence 
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with periodic noise sets with a different one for five different images with the first image 
not being modulated as a test case.  The noise component characteristics are shown on a 
Fourier spectra plot in Figure 43.  Both horizontal and diagonal noise components were 
added to the image sequence to test out the ability of the AIP band reject filtering graph’s 
ability to find and remove the components during the graph execution.  The program 
listing used to generate the image sequence is shown in Appendix B. 
 
Figure 43 – Spectral Plot of the Test Noise Definitions 
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Image U V Amplitude Comments  
1 0 0 0 No Noise; reference image 
 
2 0 8 1 Single Horizontal Component 
 
3 0 32 1 Single Horizontal Component 
 
0 8 1 
4 
0 32 1 
Multiple Horizontal Components
0 16 1 
5 
0 48 1 
Multiple Horizontal Components
 
16 16 1 
6 
8 -8 1 
Multiple Diagonal Components 
 
32 32 1 
7 
16 -16 1 
Multiple Diagonal Components 
 
Figure 44 – Noise Generation Component Locations in Spectral Space 
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Adaptive Band Reject Filter Translation into the SPP Modeling Environment 
To create the adaptive band reject filtering SPP model, one must first define the 
processing that needs to be performed to meet the user goals of the AIP system.  To 
represent this problem in the AIP environment/paradigm we will need to specify: 
• User goals of the noise filter adaptive behavior 
o What the user desired acceptable noise levels are to be. 
 These drive the probe monitor position (feed forward configuration).  
Since we desire to identify and remove the noise as it is discovered, we 
will use a feed forward implementation as specified by the user in the 
Multigraph model. 
 What needs to be measured or preprocessed from raw image data 
(image noise levels measured). For example: 
• Compute the Fast Fourier Transform 
• Find the information associated with each peak in the spectrum 
and send that information to the evaluator. 
 The evaluator criterion specifies the (u, v) region definition(s) and 
amplitude threshold(s) above which the input measured spectra noise 
peak characteristics (u, v, value) is considered noise to decide when to 
engage appropriate filter and what the filter characteristics are to be if the 
user specified goals are being met. 
• Control Law  
o When the evaluator finds noise peaks within an input image’s spectra that fall 
into the user defined regions associated with noise and the measured amplitude of 
the noise peaks within that region exceed the user specified amplitude threshold 
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that the user has associated with noise, then the evaluator identifies that peak as a 
noise peak and passes the information associated with this noise peak onto the 
planner to apply the user specified control law to bring the input image values 
into the user desired goal range.  The user specifies the control law goals to the 
AIP environment in this case as per below user specified criteria. 
 If noise peak located in the user specified region associated with noise 
exceeds the desired level or threshold (user goal), the appropriate band 
reject filter is inserted into the image path for that spectral region based 
on the user filter guidance.  Based on severity of the noise, the filter 
parameters (ex. u, v, radius, and attenuation) can be adjusted to bring the 
noise back into the user desired range. 
Figure 45 shows the hierarchical expansion of an AIP function from a larger 
graph into the sub graph that shows the individual elements associated with the AIP 
paradigm.  As one can see in the lower row of blocks, each AIP element, details of the 
information associated with it, and the rules encoded into that element.  The graph 
contains both the visual and the no visual information specifying the user guidance for 
this test case. 
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Figure 45 – Band Reject Filtering Block Diagram 
The user guidance was encoded into the model by structure (data flow), rules, 
user noise definitions, and desired filter characteristics.  As one can see in Figure 46, the 
dataflow goes from the input through the preprocessor to the evaluator, then into the 
planner, and finally to the reconfigurer for the instantiation. The user guidance provides 
the noise characteristics that the user desires to trigger the evaluator/planner into a 
filtering action.  
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Figure 46 – Band Reject Filtering SPP Graph 
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The representation of these user goals (data flow, monitoring point(s), control 
law, reconfiguration guidance, etc.) was captured into the SPP Multigraph model 
(BRtest2.mga) shown in shown in Figure 46.  Unlike the dynamic data test case, this 
graph did utilize the model hierarchy available in SPP.  The lessons learned from the 
dynamic data test case were applied in the creation of the adaptive band reject filter 
model.  The SPP infrastructure MATLAB support function code boilerplate that was 
created and debugged during dynamic data test case (persistence, module initialization, 
inter-module communications, and debugging functionalities ) were used extensively in 
this model and the MATLAB code called by the SPP compiler to create the executable 
SPP graph.  The noise definitions specified by the user to the evaluator are discussed in 
the next section. 
The user guidance was captured into the AIP/SPP graph shown in Figure 46.  The 
four elements of the AIP process are specified in the graph in a combination of dataflow 
definitions, noise definitions, etc.  The monitoring guidance came directly from the graph 
topology which specified to tap off the input image stream.  This graph had additional 
elements beyond what was needed for the adaptive processing portion.  They were 
associated with the display of the input image and spectra and the output image and 
spectra (Figure xx).  The preprocessing compound model is the top-level representation 
for a sub graph that computes the two dimensional FFT, the Fourier Spectra is then 
searched for peaks; these spectral peaks are then fed onto the “evaluator” element.  The 
evaluator performs a noise discriminate algorithm that evaluates all of the spectral peaks 
pasted to it to see if they fall into the region and amplitude range that the user has 
specified as noise.  Any spectral peaks that are found to meet the user definition for a 
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noise spectral peak are then passed along to the planner function.  The planner function 
then creates a filter to remove the spectra associated with the passed noise spike.  This 
filter definition is then passed on to the reconfigurer element which is responsible for the 
actual filtering of the input image.   
The user guidance can be specified a number of ways in the SPP environment.  As 
previously mentioned image stream flow is specified graphically.  The noise region 
definitions were specified as a text file to the evaluator from the graph element “User 
Guidance”.  These user specified noise regions are shown graphically in Figure 47 as the 
grey areas.  The actual noise spikes are displayed in Figure 47 as red dots as a reference 
of the noise relative to the user defined areas that are associated with where the user 
expects the noise to occur.  The noise region definitions are sent to the “noise 
discriminator”.  The filter creation guidance was embedded in the executable code but 
easily could have been read from a text file, like the noise definition fed to the noise 
discriminate.  The default filter characteristic for this test case was to generate a 
Butterworth Band Reject Filter with a narrow radius of 1.5 in (u, v) space and a filter roll 
off factor of 5.  A more sophisticated approach would be to measure the width of the 
spectra flagged as noise and automatically adjust the filter width to be slightly larger.  
This would allow the filter function to grow and shrink to only reduce the noise and thus 
maximize the noise removal while minimizing the lost original image spectra. 
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Figure 47 – User Defined Noise Regions 
Adaptive Band Reject Filter Test Case Implementation Discussion 
Originally this test case was envisioned to be implemented as a minor structural 
implementation switching between a bank of fixed filters as previously discussed in 
Figure 23, Figure 26, and Figure 28.  The implementation was aimed at a real-time 
implementation with pre instantiation defined filters. This minor structural adaptation 
implementation was aimed at a real world problem of removing known noise sources in 
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an industrial x-ray inspection example [20].  Some scenarios of the signal path routing 
are shown in Figure 48 
 
Figure 48 - Examples of Dataflow Changes 
After some consideration and evaluation with test cases, it was decided that a 
generative approach would provide a more complete capture range and provide more 
precise and flexible implementation.  For a real-time utilization the instantiation would be 
more challenging than using the software generative approach, but since the goal of this 
effort is to verify concepts versus building a commercial real-time system, the real-time 
instantiation was not chosen for implementation.  The generative approach allows for 
filters to be inserted into the path for each noise spike found in the inputted test image 
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(Figure 49).  While graphically the generative band-reject filtering just cascades 
additional filters in sequence, the implementation in the MATLAB code was actually 
cleaner.  The evaluator function in Figure 46 identified all of the peaks in the spectra for 
the input image that met the user criteria of being “noise”.  These peaks were then sent on 
to the planner function which created a composite filter function of all of the band reject 
filters. This composite band reject filter was then passed to the reconfigurer function 
which implemented the filtering of the composite filter at the user designated time (image 
boundary).  This approach only required one FFT, one filter multiplication, and one 
IFFT.  If one had real-time filters implemented in an FPGA, the SPP instantiation would 
have to factor in the routing changes in real-time.  
 
Figure 49 – An Example of Cascaded BR Filter Generative Changes 
Therefore if a new noise spike occurs it will be captured and filtered which is a 
more complete filtering solution than switching in and out of filter banks.  Test results 
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confirm observations that this is a more complete filtering approach and will be discussed 
in the following section. 
Testing of the Adaptive Band Reject Filtering SPP Model 
As was done in the dynamic data test case, a MATLAB only test program was 
created to ensure that the correctness of the logic of the MATLAB support library.  The 
MATLAB support library was used by SPP in it’s compilation of the executable graph.  
The image test sequence was run through this test program first.  Once there was 
confidence that everything was working as desired, the executable graph processed the 
image sequence and the results were evaluated. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
The observations from the dynamic data and dynamic noise test cases will now be 
discussed.  The premise of this research was based on the following statement: 
Adaptive Image Processing (AIP) environments can be created in which an image 
processing domain expert can intuitively specify an image processing scheme that 
will adapt itself toward the user specified goals. 
This approach captures the data processing flow, the adaptation criteria, and the 
reconfiguration guidance from the user.  The system should then instantiate an executable 
graph to perform the user specified task with the user guided adaptation.  The 
implementation of the test cases for this research was based on the ISIS Graphical Model 
Editor (GME) modeling environment and the Signal Processing Platform (SPP).  SPP 
provided the ability to test and generate the test cases in MATLAB but then utilizing 
support libraries for DSP or hardware FPGA implementations can create real-time 
executable graphs embodying the AIP concepts.  It needs to be stated here that while 
GME/SPP was used to test the AIP concepts can be applied in other environments.  The 
goal of the AIP concept is to be a design philosophy that then gets embodied into a user’s 
design and implementation process.  The AIP concepts basically allow the user to apply a 
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control loop style adaptive design that is driven by the image stream information and/or 
noise content and the user guidance, to adapt to those dynamic changes. 
Two test cases were created (parametric dynamic data and generative dynamic 
noise) and evaluated against test data targeting those specific areas.  As mentioned earlier 
the data was fabricated versus using real world image sequence or stream data for two 
reasons:  1) for analysis of the adaptive algorithms it was important to know the noise 
characteristics to ensure that the adaption mechanism and algorithm could be verified,  2) 
these problems were based on real-world examples but that data is not available for 
inclusion in this research.  In both cases the respective executable graphs performed 
reasonably well at identifying and adjusting the data / noise processing to meet the 
intended user goals. 
Dynamic Data Adaptation Experiment Observations 
The goal of this parametric adaptive test case was to evaluate the process of 
creating and executing a system that processes an incoming image data sequence or 
stream and maintains the user desired image grey level maximum and minimum level to 
ensure uniform dynamic range across the input image sequence. Some samples from the 
processed image sequence are shown in of the modulated image sequence are shown in 
Figure 50.  As one can see, image 1 and 22 are severely degraded intensity wise.  Since 
the dynamic range of the test images varies from a grey level 20 to 157, this should 
provide a stressing test of the parametric adjustment graph. 
This twenty two frame image sequence was then fed into the SPP instantiated 
executable graph associated with Figure 37 (model ParametricTest(ML).mga).  The 
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modulated image sequence was then fed into the SPP executable graph and the results 
were saved. 
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Original Modulated Image Number 
1 
5 
9 
13 
19 
22 
 
Figure 50 – Original and Modulated Image Sequence Samples 
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From Figure 51 one can see that the previously discussed control law when 
implemented in this test case qualitatively (i.e. visually) performed well at meeting the 
user goals of improving the dynamic range of the image sequence.  But from a 
quantitative point of view the user goal was not fully achieved (maximum error of 11 
grey levels in one case) when the dynamic range was very low (below grey level 110).  
This appears to be an artifact of the user minimum goal being set to 1 instead of 0.  
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Figure 51 – Modulated and Corrected Image Sequence Max/Min Values 
The offset correction was performed first followed by the scaling of the image 
grey level to achieve the maximum user desired grey level value of 254.  Since the user 
goal was set to one that new minimum was scaled by the scale factor.  This rescaled the 
minimum grey level from 1 to 12 (scale factor equaled 12).  Setting the user minimum 
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goal to 0 eliminated the problem but deviates from the desired user goal of maintaining a 
minimum grey level of 1. 
As expected the parametric case performed well due to the simplicity of the 
problem domain.  Visually the performance appeared to work well, but numerically there 
was a problem achieving the desired user minimum grey level goal at the beginning and 
the end of the test image sequence.  Notice in Figure 52 that the user goal was not fully 
achieved when the input image dynamic range was very low at the beginning and the end 
of the test image sequence.   
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Figure 52 – Sequence Correction Errors versus Input Dynamic Range 
The user goal of a maximum of grey level 254 was always met.  But the user goal 
of maintaining a minimum grey level of 1 was only met for images 6 to 19.  This was 
where the dynamic range was above the grey level value of approximately 110 (marked 
by vertical lines at image number 6 and 19 in Figure 52).  This appears to be an artifact of 
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the user minimum goal being set to one instead of zero and the order of the processing 
specified in the graph.  The graph dataflow / algorithm performed the offset correction 
first followed by the scaling of the image grey level.  Since the user goal was set to one 
that new minimum was scaled by the scale factor of twelve for this specific image.  This 
scaling factor rescaled the minimum grey level from one to twelve (scale factor equaled 
twelve).  Setting the user minimum goal to zero will eliminate this problem but deviates 
from the desire to have the system maintain the user minimum and maximum goals.  
Another way is to pass the rescaled image back through a second time, since the dynamic 
range would then be within the demonstrated correction capability.  Or, one could first 
scale the data to 16 bits to ensure numerical headroom, perform the scaling, then perform 
the offset correction and rescale the 16 bit image stream back down to 8 bits/pixel.  There 
are many ways to achieve the goal; what is important is that it meets the user goals and 
can be rapidly altered.  The possibilities are endless for implementation; what is crucial in 
today’s environment is that the user can rapidly translate concepts of processing to data 
being processed. 
Dynamic Data Adaptation Implementation Observations 
This parametric adaptation implementation is simple and could be implemented in 
WitTM, SimulinkTM, other visual programming paradigms, and in straight “C” or 
“C++” code.  This technique as tested would have been faster to code to a simple 
program than using SPP.  However, it would be much more expensive adapting the 
simple original code into a real-time implementation outside of using the AIP concepts 
within SPP. 
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The application of the localized control scope allows for the conceptual design of 
something more complex.  For example, by taking the simple linear stretch algorithm 
used and just altering the model goals and/or routing, one can have image histogram 
adaptation adjustments take on a more complex scenario or scheme.  It is possible to alter 
a linear stretch into a histogram equalization (with different equalization functions driven 
by the user guidance) into a histogram specification to the ‘limit of your imagination’ just 
based on the user guidance specified in the preprocessor, evaluator, and the planner.  
Complex processing graphs can be created that have their own localized control loop to 
“optimize” the local data/noise processing in the localized sub region of the larger 
complex data processing graph. 
So while the example of a parametric adaptation of image minimum and 
maximum was simple, the demonstrated sub graph can be adapted for more complexity 
within the local scope of control and then used in a larger, more complex image sequence 
processing problem which would be composed of many other “proven” sub graphs 
brought together.  Over time as the “proven” sub graph libraries expand, the user will be 
able to rapidly create solutions to complex image processing problems graphically as in 
WitTM, SimulinkTM, ISIS/SPP, etc. but with more flexibility to adapting to the user data 
/ noise dynamics.  The same class of problems would require a significant amount of 
programming and debug time when using the classic programming approach.  Yes, one 
can put together various models of code snippets to perform a task, but making those 
snippets (be it C/C++ code, MATLABTM, SimulinkTM, etc.) adapt would be very time 
consuming and cost prohibitive.  In comparing this approach to a straight programming 
approach,  one might describe the localized control adaptation functionality (tailored by 
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the user goals) to that of patterns in programming.  One sets up a functional processing 
capability independent of a specific problem.  One then adapts it to the specific problem 
by altering it position in the graph and the user guidance.  This is analogous using a sort 
algorithm but altering the implementation (for example, byte vs. word vs. float 
implementation of sort) 
The experience coding this test case in the ISIS/SPP environment was more 
involved than just doing a straight MATLAB or “C” code program, but leveraging the 
SPP modeling environment and the graph compilation allow for the instantiation of 
software (SW) or hardware (HW) (i.e. DSP or FPGA) implementations is considerably 
faster than the straight coding approach for creation of a “real-time” executable graph.  
Alternatively if speed is desired but a real-time hardware solution is not desired for 
implementation, one could implement the instantiation leveraging a compute cluster as 
long as the IO support was there to move the image data around the cluster or scavenging 
compute cycles of machine on the network via a distributed processing implementation. 
In summary, the dynamic data parametric adaptation test case demonstrated that 
the control law and user goals could be incorporated into a visual programming paradigm 
via the ISIS GME/SPP environment.  While the user goals were not met for all of the test 
images, the error was relatively small (worst case 11 grey levels) and the overall user 
goal was met to maximizing the dynamic range of the input image sequence.  By altering 
the algorithm as discussed above, the user goals could then be met fully. 
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Adaptive Band Reject Filter Evaluation  
The adaptive mechanism performed well during this testing as long as the user 
specified the noise regions accurately.  As the experiments were being run, it was noticed 
that one of the noise components on test image six was not being removed.  After 
investigation it was discovered that the region not being filtered in fact had not been 
specified.  Once the noise definition specification was added all of the noise was 
removed. 
Initial testing also found that specifying a large donut shaped region (Figure 53) 
that excluded the DC component worked surprisingly well since the noise spikes in this 
case were considerably higher in amplitude than the image spectra.  So, depending on the 
noise characteristics one may not have to specify individual regions as was done in this 
test case, but rather specify a large region and utilize the noise spectra amplitude as the 
major discriminate for noise identification and removal. 
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Figure 53 – User Noise Spectral Range Shaped Like Donut 
 
The adaptive band reject filter performed well at identifying and removing the 
user defined noise spikes in the spectral domain.  After reviewing the processed images 
there are some challenges if the noise is near the DC component.  The filter design for 
this test was set fairly narrow (radius of 1.5 in the spectral domain) see Figure 54. 
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Band Reject 
Filter Function
Note: Narrow 1.5 
radius in u,v space
Unity Plane
 
Figure 54 – Example of Band Reject Filter Function 
If the noise spike(s) in the spectral domain was wider than the user defined filter 
width or crossed near the origin, the effects of the filter function on the non noise 
components will be more pronounced.  One way to mitigate this is for the adaptive 
algorithm not only to identify the noise peak, but also the width or spread of the peak 
which would then be used to drive the filter radius by the noise spike radius.  This will 
maximize the noise energy removed but minimize the loss of real image information. 
As one can see in Figure 55 that the user specified guidance performed well at 
removing the noise while minimally affecting the filtered image.  Notice that images 2 
and 4 had some residual noise components due to their close proximity to the dc 
component (u,v = 0,8).  This most likely can be remedied by “tweaking” the band reject 
filter characteristics. 
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Image 
Number 
Input Image Input Spectra Filtered Image Filtered Spectra 
2 
 
3 
 
4 
 
5 
 
6 
 
7 
 
Figure 55 – Original and Filtered Image Sequence Samples 
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Numerical Analysis of Original versus Filtered Images 
Visually the adaptive band reject filtering performs well at removing the visual 
noise but to better understand from a quantitative viewpoint, the Mean Squared Error 
(Kinape, M. et al. 2003) was computed using the original (pre noise corruption) and the 
filtered image associated with the original image.  The results of this calculation are 
shown in Figure 56. 
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Figure 56 – Original vs. Filtered Mean Squared Error 
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The analysis of the original versus filtered images using the MSE comparison did 
not shed much numerical understanding on the improvement from the adaptive filtering.  
Since what was really being desired in this test case was the removal of the visual noise 
versus recreating the original picture perfectly another image metric was evaluated.  This 
metric looked at two images and determined if they were perceptually different from each 
other.  The technique created by Hector Yee is called perceptual difference or pdiff (Yee, 
Pattanaik et al. 2001; Yee and Newman 2004) for short.  He has published his 
program(Yee) (perceptualdiff.exe) for use by the community and this program was 
utilized to evaluate the results of this test case.  The noise images were compared against 
the adaptive band-reject filtered images and the results are shown in Figure 57.  There 
were significant differences between the inputted noisy images and the band reject 
filtered images (between 30,030 and 39,484 pixels per image were different).  The reference 
image with no noise (image #1) was identical perceptually with the filtered image, as 
expected.  Next, the original input image and the adaptive band reject filtered images 
were compared by the perceptual difference technique.  As shown in Figure 58 all of the 
images are perceptually indistinguishable except image number 7 in which 639 out of a 
total of 65,536 pixels were perceptually different.  
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Image 
Number Input Image Filtered Image Pdiff Image 
Number of 
Pixels 
Different 
1   N/A Identical 
2 
   
39,484 
3 
   
39,123 
4 
   
34,886 
5 
   
32,716 
6 
   
33,107 
7 
   
30,030 
 
Figure 57 – Perceptual Difference (Noisy versus Filtered) 
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Image 
Number Input Image Filtered Image Pdiff Image 
Number of 
Pixels Different 
1   N/A Identical 
2 
  
N/A 
Perceptually 
Indistinguishable 
3 
  
N/A 
Perceptually 
Indistinguishable 
4 
  
N/A 
Perceptually 
Indistinguishable 
5 
  
N/A 
Perceptually 
Indistinguishable 
6 
  
N/A 
Perceptually 
Indistinguishable 
7 
   
639 
 
Figure 58 – Perceptual Difference (Original versus Filtered) 
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From a visual appearance point of view, the adaptive mechanism performed well 
as long as the user specified the noise regions accurately.  As previously mentioned, due 
to a setup mistake one of the “noise regions” was not being removed.  Once the user 
guidance on the noise definitions was corrected in the model and it was recompiled, the 
noise component was adaptively removed also.  One of the lessons learned from this test 
is that for a real operational system, it would be very desirable for the user to have the 
ability to adjust guidance parameters in real-time on a test case to get a better feel for the 
importance of a parameter or its sensitivity toward meeting the user goal.  This sensitivity 
analysis is used in other disciplines to understand effects of various parameters, such as 
phenomenology modeling, to help the analysts determine the best parameters or system 
adjustments to meet their goals. 
If the noise characteristics easily delineate themselves from the image information 
in the spectral domain, less precise filter definitions (spectrally) might be utilized.  As 
mentioned previously, it was found that specifying a large donut shaped region that 
excluded the direct current (DC) component worked surprisingly well, since the noise 
spikes in this case were considerably higher in amplitude than the image spectra.  So 
depending on the noise characteristics, one may not have to specify regions as was done 
in this test case, but rather, one may specify a large region and utilize the noise spectra 
amplitude as the major discriminate for noise identification and removal. 
Dynamic Noise Adaptation Implementation Observations 
This adaptive band reject filter implementation was more complex than the 
dynamic data adaption model.  While it could be implemented in WitTM, SimulinkTM, 
other visual programming paradigms, and in straight “C” or “C++” code its complexity 
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would be more expensive than the implementation used here.  The increased code 
complexity and the need to allow the user to quickly alter the guidance to change the 
adaptability better lend themselves to the SPP implementation than just straight coding.  
This is especially true for more complex graphs.  By utilizing the modularity of the AIP 
concepts (scope of local control, preprocessing, evaluation, planning, and reconfiguring), 
a more complex design can be achieved at lower cost and with a better understanding of 
the adaptive image sequence dataflow processing.  Utilizing the ISIS GME/SPP 
environment coupled with the AIP concepts keeps the cost of developing complex 
adaptive processing systems within the cost (time and resources) budget to ensure that 
more sophisticated processing can be leveraged. 
General Observations on AIP Problem Specification 
The application of the localized control scope allows for the conceptual design of 
something more complex.  For example, taking the simple linear stretch algorithm used 
and by just altering the model goals and/or routing, one can have image histogram 
adaptation adjustments take on a more complex scenario / scheme.  Alter a linear stretch 
into a histogram equalization (with different equalization functions driven by the user 
guidance) into a histogram specification to the ‘limit of your imagination’ just based on 
the user guidance specified in the preprocessor, evaluator, and the planner.  Complex 
processing graphs can be created that have their own localized control loop to “optimize” 
the local data/noise processing in the localized sub region of the larger complex data 
processing graph. 
So while the example of a parametric adaptation of image minimum and 
maximum was simple, the demonstrated sub graph can be adapted for more complexity 
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within the local scope of control and then used in a larger, more complex image sequence 
processing problem which would be composed of many other “proven” sub graphs 
brought together.  Over time as the “proven” sub graph libraries expand, the user will be 
able to rapidly create solutions to complex image processing problems graphically as in 
WitTM, SimulinkTM, ISIS/SPP, etc. but with more flexibility to adapting to the user data / 
noise dynamics.  The same class of problems would require a significant amount of 
programming and debug time when using the classic programming approach.  Yes, one 
can put together various models of code snippets to perform a task, but making those 
snippets (be it C/C++ code, MATLABTM, SimulinkTM, etc.) adapt would be very time 
consuming and cost prohibitive. In comparing the visual programming approach (ex via 
GME) utilizing the AIP concepts to a classic software programming approach (ex. 
C/C++), one is tempted to describe the localized control adaptation functionality (tailored 
by the user goals) to that of software design patterns.  One sets up a adaptive functional 
processing capability independent of a specific problem parameters and then adapts it to 
the specific problem by altering it position in the graph and the user guidance. 
The experience coding this test case in the ISIS/SPP environment was more 
involved than just doing a straight MATLAB or “C” code program.  Leveraging the SPP 
modeling environment and the graph compilation allow for the instantiation of SW or 
HW (DSP/FPA) implementations and is considerably faster than the straight coding 
approach for creation of a “real-time” executable graph.  Alternatively, if speed was 
desired, but a real-time hardware solution was not desired for implementation, one could 
implement the instantiation by  leveraging a compute cluster as long as the IO support 
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was there to move the image data around the cluster or by scavenging compute cycles of 
machine on the network via a distributed processing implementation. 
In summary, the adaptive band reject filter test case demonstrated that the control 
law and user goals could be incorporated into a visual programming paradigm via the 
ISIS GME/SPP environment.  The implementation performed well by removing the 
visual noise components as they appeared in the images of the input image stream.  This 
scheme is already being evaluated to process some satellite downlink imagery containing 
shifting noise in the image spectra. 
Results and Discussion Summary 
In summary, it has been shown that an Adaptive Image Processing (AIP) 
methodology and environment allowed the domain user to specify the processing and the 
adaption guidance to deal with expected perturbations to the information and/or noise 
content of an image sequence.  The test models demonstrated that one can compile the 
model into an executable graph, process a sequence of images and meet the user goals for 
that sequence.  This worked both for data dynamics and for noise dynamics.  While these 
are not exhaustive tests, they successfully demonstrate the concepts and provide a 
promising start for more sophisticated schemes of image sequence processing. 
Summary of Contributions 
This research has established the foundation for a generalized adaptive image 
processing (AIP) methodology / environment that can evolve to support increasingly 
complex image sequence processing problems.  A generalized adaptive image processing 
(AIP) methodology has been defined that allows the user to define adaptive image 
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processing systems with a structure that allows for complexity hiding.  The AIP 
methodology facilitates the breaking down of a complex adaptive image processing 
problem into manageable and understandable components.  As the problem complexity 
grows, the AIP components themselves can be broken down into a hierarchy that allows 
for a more manageable problem modularization and localization of the user adaptation 
goals.  By allowing components or sub graphs in the hierarchy to deal with maintaining 
the user desired characteristics (ex. constant dynamic range or constant contrast or other 
histogram based goal) within that local scope of control, the user can focus on the higher 
level or overall image processing goals for the input image stream.  This modularization, 
localization, or local scope of control allows the data at that portion of the processing 
graph to achieve the user desired data quality (QoS) goals.  The data leaving the previous 
AIP processing loop can then be processed by the next AIP function that will have other 
QoS goals.  This can continue through as many AIP functions as needed to meet the 
overall user goals for the image stream to be processed.  For example if the user had low 
contrast image stream data that also contained dynamic frequency domain noise in its 
content,  the graph would contain two AIP sub graphs, the first one would restore the 
dynamic range to the user goals, and the second would remove the frequency domain 
based noise.  This graph is shown in Figure 59.  By allowing localized adaption to 
maintain the user image quality to specified regions of a processing dataflow graph, the 
overall image processing product will be achieved over sequences of input images.  This 
simple two sub graph adaptive system could be extended to an “N” sub graph system 
based on the complexity of the user goals and the characteristics (data and/or noise) of 
the input image stream. 
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Figure 59 – Example of multi function sub graph 
The data dynamics and the dynamic noise test cases demonstrated that this 
approach works for both the simple case (dynamic data example), and in the hierarchical 
case (dynamic noise example).  The mapping of the user problem was shown through the 
use of the higher level representations defined in the AIP approach (Figure 60).  These 
GME/SPP representations (simple as shown in Figure 37 and more complex as shown in 
Figure 46) allowed the user to define the desired processing dataflow in an 
understandable visual layout.   
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Figure 60 – AIP Components Applied to an Example User Problem 
The dynamic data test case demonstrated the AIP concepts on a control system 
case where the data information content drove the adaptation process.  While this was a 
simple example, it demonstrated and validated the use of the four sub elements.  The 
extraction of the input image maximum and minimum grey levels in the preprocessor 
section reduced the information content down to what the evaluator function needed to 
evaluate to meet the user goal.  This preprocessor is similar in concept to a target pre-
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screener used many times in real-time automatic target recognition problems.  The goal 
of this stage is to reduce the amount and throughput bandwidth that the evaluator must 
deal with; in this case moving from a whole input image (65,536 pixels) to just the 
maximum and minimum grey level values.  The evaluator function then takes this 
preprocessed information, compares it against the user goal, determining if correction is 
necessary, and providing the error value to the reconfigurer section which computes how 
the processing must be reconfigured (in this case, by computing the gain and offsets that 
must be applied to meet the user goals).  These processing adjustment factors are then 
passed on to the reconfigurer who actually implements the correction at the 
synchronization point desired by the user (the image boundary in this case).  The 
dynamic data test case demonstrated how when the AIP concepts are utilized in the 
Vanderbilt ISIS GME/SPP environment the user can visually specify the problem in 
GME, and leveraging the Signal Processing Platform infrastructure, immediately apply 
the user problem specification into multiple implementations/instantiations (MATLAB, 
DSP, FPGA) when the underlying libraries are in place as previously demonstrated in the 
DARPA Adaptive Computing System (ACS) Effort (Ledeczi, Bakay et al. 2001).  As 
previously discussed earlier in this section, the dynamic data test case achieved the visual 
goal but not the numerical goal.  This was not due to the AIP methodology but rather a 
flaw in the processing dataflow.  As previously mentioned, reversing the order or treating 
the data with a larger word size would have allowed a full “capture range” for the test 
case.    
The dynamic data test case methodology demonstrated how AIP works for 
relatively simple problems, but the dynamic noise test case will show how to deal with a 
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more complex problem.  As discussed earlier, the dynamic noise problem utilized the 
AIP methodology to break down the problem into sub graphs of functionality.  This time, 
the user goals were focused on monitoring for any noise that met the user defined noise 
characteristics.  The preprocessor reduced the input information volume being fed to the 
evaluator by processing the input spatial image in the frequency domain and passing all 
of the spectral peaks found in the input image onto the evaluator function.  The evaluator 
took the now higher level information (spectral peaks) and compared it against the user 
definition of noise in spectral space.  Spectral peaks that matched the position and 
amplitude characteristics that the user defined as noise were identified and passed along 
to the planner function to create a solution to meet the user goals.  In this test case the 
planner created filter functions for each noise peak identified by the evaluator function.  
These filter functions were then passed on to the reconfigurer function to reconfigurer the 
dataflow processing to meet the user goals for the system.  In the MATLAB 
implementation of this test case, the user band reject filters were aggregated as a single 
combined filter.  This filter was applied at the synchronization point identified by the user 
(image boundary in this case).  If this were to be implemented in real-time in SPP, the 
filter functions in an FPGA would have to be cascaded as shown in Figure 49.  This more 
complicated graph demonstrated again that the AIP methodology can make a more 
complex problem manageable by breaking it down into sub graphs or components that 
are manageable to implement and debug.  As in the dynamic data test case, AIP concepts 
applied in the GME/SPP environment allow many implementation options from software 
only to hardware based real-time instantiations just by recompiling the graph specifying a 
different target implementation.  The compiled AIP graph produced a GMS/SPP 
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implementation that demonstrated a dramatic improvement in the image quality and met 
the user goals of removing any spectral component that fell into the user’s definition of 
noise.  The numerical analysis has been more challenging. The MSE was selected 
initially because it has been used to compare for image differences in image compression 
problems.  It performed poorly at quantitatively grading the performance of the dynamic 
noise test case.  A perceptually based scheme found that when comparing the original 
(pre noise modulated) image with the adaptive band pass filtered image found that for all 
but image number 7 the images were perceptually identical.  Image number 7 was only 
different for 639 out of 32,767 pixels or 1.9 %. 
The research effort created an Adaptive Image Processing (AIP) environment 
based on Model Integrated Computing (MIC) Signal Processing Platform (SPP) (Neema, 
Bapty et al. 2005) in which an image processing domain expert can intuitively specify an 
image processing scheme that will adapt itself toward the user specified goals.  This AIP 
environment is based on a philosophy that treats adaptive image processing problems like 
a control system and breaks down the problem specification to the following top level 
representations:  monitoring point,  pre-processor,  evaluator,  planner,  reconfigurer, and 
user goals which drive the control loop behaviors.  Representation support for AIP 
problems were defined in chapter 3 with implementation examples shown in chapter 4.  
The architecture of these basic building blocks allows growth or evolution to increasingly 
sophisticated implementations.  The concepts for this work were published in an invited 
work (Nichols and Bapty 2005).  During the review process one of the reviewers 
commented that this was an interesting approach to the adaptive methodology. 
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The AIP representation, as demonstrated through the fore mentioned GME/SPP 
graphs, allowed the user to define an adaptive image processing solution (dataflow and 
user adaptation guidance) that can be compiled by GME/SPP into an instantiation and 
implementation in either software or hardware based on the user’s response time and 
throughput goals. 
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CHAPTER VI 
 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Goals of the Research 
The premise of this research is that there is a need for an image processing 
environment that will allow an image processing domain expert to quickly create image 
processing solutions that will adapt to dynamic changes (noise and/or information 
content) in the input image stream.  This need is important because real world image 
processing tasks often involve processing sequences of imagery which have noise and 
other degradations that vary over time.  This is costly and/or difficult to automatically 
process utilizing current methodologies. 
Research indicates that this need is currently not being met because existing 
environments are not inherently designed to support adaptation to variances in noise or 
information content.  For example, one can create processing solutions using existing 
environments over a narrow domain, but the infrastructure is not instantiated for general 
support over a broad domain.  Many users have created niche solutions in a constrained 
and narrow domain problem space.  These solutions generally are done over time at a 
significant resource cost (manpower, schedule time, and associated cost).  While current 
software environments can be semi-automated, there is no general framework to 
approach adaptive image processing problems.   
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Discussion of AIP Concept Evaluations 
The purpose of the evaluation of the AIP functionality was to exercise the 
concepts and environment.  The following questions were used to help look at the top 
level issues of the adaptive image sequence problem space covered by the research effort.  
These questions that were posed before the experiments started are stated below, and are 
followed by the answer based on the outcome of the experiments:  
Question #1 - Whether an AIP environment and the proposed AIP representation 
enhancements can be created to allow a domain expert to specify desired output 
characteristics/QOS goals in a Model Integrated Computing (MIC) environment.  The 
goal was to explore the representational issues and how the user will specify the user 
goals.  At the onset of the work, the basic question that was to be answered is “can it 
be done?” 
Answer #1 - In running the dynamic data and the dynamic noise test cases, the testing 
demonstrated that one can create an environment to capture in a model the user 
guidance/goals for the image processing of a sequence of images and successfully 
perform the assigned tasks. 
Question #2 - Whether the AIP environment can instantiate an executable graph that 
adapts the sequence image processing to meet the user desired processing goals 
(QoS).  The goal here was to see if one could translate the user guidance in the MIC 
model into an adaptive image sequence processing system which will meet the stated 
goals.   
Answer #2 – Both test cases demonstrated that one could capture both the processing 
and the user guidance for adaptation into a model that can be compiled and executed. 
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Questions #3 - What are the sensitivities of the AIP environment to dynamics in the 
image streams (data and noise)? 
Answer #3 - For the limited testing performed, both the parametric and the generative 
test cases responded well to the test data sets and did an acceptable job at meeting the 
user goals. 
Question # 4 - Can the hybrid methodology compensate for these dynamics 
successfully?  The goal here was to evaluate how well the adaptive control strategy 
works and attempt to draw some conclusions for improvement. 
Answer #4 - This was not addressed due to time constraints.  This work is 
recommended to be addressed by future efforts. 
Summary of AIP Concept Evaluations 
The initial testing and performance of the adaptive mechanisms is promising.  For 
example, the band reject filtering test case showed that the algorithm could capture noise 
spectra and filter them out if the noise spectra amplitude was characteristically higher 
than the image spectra, but this required the user to define the noise.  Toolsets that would 
help the user easily characterize the noise that was present would allow these adaptive 
mechanisms to assist non image processing specialist to define and remove noise from 
image sequences. 
Contributions 
This research established the foundation for a generalized adaptive image 
processing environment that can evolve to increasingly complex problems.  A 
generalized adaptive image processing methodology and test environment was defined 
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and test cases provided a basic demonstration of how problems would map through its 
representation to an instantiation or implementation. As previously discussed, the AIP 
philosophy treats an adaptive image processing problem like a control system based on 
the image and/or noise information contained in the input image stream.  AIP breaks 
down the adaptive image processing problem specification to the following top level 
representations:  a monitoring point, a preprocessor, an evaluator, a planner, a 
reconfigurer, and the user goals which drive the control loop behaviors.  This 
methodology coupled with the Vanderbilt ISIS Model Integrated Computing (MIC) tools 
will generate an adaptive image processing system utilizing user guided adaption. 
Future Work 
This section will discuss some of these topics that could naturally flow out of this 
research and that on their own merits would be ripe for future exploration. 
Hybrid Topology Change 
The ability to utilize a hybrid topology change methodology as discussed in the 
combined parametric / structural adaptivity discussion section in the adaptive image 
processing system discussion of chapter III was proposed to give the user a broader 
capture range on their adaptive image systems.  This ability to provide a wider capture 
range would help this approach be a viable solution for image streams that have high 
dynamics in data or noise characteristics. 
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User Assistance to Identify Guidance Needed for AIP 
During this research the tests performed using the knowledge of a subject matter 
expert with many years’ experience in the field of image processing.  It would be very 
practical to have assistance available in narrow domains that would help a less 
experienced user identify the guidance parameters that would be needed to allow a 
reasonable performing adaptive image processing system to be built.  If the SME has the 
experience, this need is minimized but with the retirement of many of this grey beard 
expertise in industry, this type of digital assistance would both act as training for more 
inexperienced image processing domain workers. 
Automated quality metrics for narrow domains 
Related to the previous topic of guiding inexperienced users in the set up the AIP 
system is ability to guide the user on the parameters to measure and to adjust that gives 
the best yield from an adaptive image processing control point of view.  Having a digital 
assistant that guides the user through the adaptive control setup would be very helpful.  
This would help the inexperienced as well as the “rusty” SME in the understanding of the 
appropriate guidance that will have the maximum effect on maintaining the user goals.  
This is much like sensitivity analysis used in other fields to figure out which parameters 
in a control equation, in conjunction with the most appropriate measure of the image 
information or noise content, which would drive that control rule. 
Broaden To Other Image Processing Sub Domains 
Only two areas of a much larger domain of image processing were examined 
during this effort (image grey level histogram and Fourier based filtering).  Adding 
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additional sub domains such as morphology, spatial filtering, and color histogram based 
processing would allow the processing and evaluation of broader image sequence 
processing domains. 
Evolving Functionality toward Autonomic Capabilities (narrow domains) 
Ultimately the evolution of the AIP approach from the user guided control system 
approach toward a more sophisticated autonomic capability for narrow domains would 
allow complex systems to be built and manage themselves.  Initially this should start out 
in a narrow domain (grey level point processing) but as the underlying understanding of 
the issues and infrastructure requirements become known, a broader more complex 
domain can be approached.  An approach to this where incrementally more complex 
systems are involved is described in Table 1 (Levels of Self Management).  
Future Work Summary 
As one can see the list of future efforts can get lengthy.  But as the workload of 
image analysts grows, coupled with the expanding data volume (ex. hyper spectral or 
hyper temporal images) it will become increasingly necessary to apply more 
sophisticated and automated approaches to image sequence processing.  Our world is 
adding more image sensors every day and the processing burdens for these sensors is 
growing rapidly as both the data depth/throughput increases, but also the algorithms 
needed to convert this data into information into knowledge are becoming more 
sophisticated and compute intensive.  Without the constructs and methodologies 
associated with processing the image sequence data such as AIP and the development 
environments such as GME/SPP that allow the user to create solutions for software only 
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to real-time compute hardware, the image sequence processing challenges will be very 
daunting. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Parametric Dynamic Data Adaptation 
 Test Data Generation and Processing MATLABtm Software  
The modules created to support the AIP parametric dynamic data testing included: 
• MATLAB test data generation program 
o Seq_Modulate_1.m - Image intensity modulation generation 
• Prototype MATLAB test program (risk reduction) 
o Parametric_Adaptation_Seq_Process_SPP_v1.m - All MATLAB program 
used to test all concepts and individual processing functionalities to be created for 
the SPP support library 
• SPP Support Library Modules 
 
 
 
Source code is available from the author or from ISIS. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Adaptive Band Reject Filter 
 Test Data Generation and Processing MATLABtm Software 
The modules created to support the AIP generative band reject filtering testing included: 
• MATLAB test data generation program 
o imnoise3_harmonic_amplitude_seq_v1.m- Adds user specified spectral noise 
to an input image sequence. 
• Prototype MATLAB test program (risk reduction) 
o BR_Filter_Test_seq_nichols_v3.m- All MATLAB program used to test all 
concepts and individual processing functionalities to be created for the SPP 
support library 
• SPP Support Library Modules 
  
 
 
Source code is available from the author or from ISIS. 
